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FOPYEWORD

The study covered in this report forms a part of the Coastal Engi-

neering Research Program of the U. S. ArmV Coastal Engineering esearch

Center; that program is a part of the Civil Works pnrogram of the U. S.

ArmV Corps of Engineers.

This study was authorized by letter and IAO CERC-469-TT, both dated

10 June r, to the Director, U. S. Arm y gineer atervays Ederiment

Staton ( nES) hr,Soi and Dir e t U. S. Aro En neer Coastal Engineer-
ing Research Center (CEPC), subject: "_F mdin, Support for .Marine Soil

technics Progrm," as a part- of the Civil otrks research progran oand

CERC. Substantial support was also provided in Fiscal Years 1971 and

19p2 under ES 5T , "Sub-Aqueous Soil Ud echanics," by the Office, Jief of

Engineers.

The report was prepared largely by t . S. C. Ling under the di-

rectien of . r. W. E. Strohm, Jr., Chief, Engineering Studies Section,

with substantial revisions by Mr. . R. Compton, Chief, EIbankment and

Foundation Branch, Soils and Paeoents Laboratory, n. The section en-
titled "Background" in Part I and the sections entitled "Dredging" and "

"Underwater Fills" in Part V consist largely of material extracted from i

a paper entitled "Control of Underwater Construction," by S. J. Johnson,

J. H. Compton, and S. C. Bing, presented at the AST . Symposium on Under-

water Soil Sampling, Testing, and Construction Control, 2T June-2 July ]

19T1. Guidance in the preparation of this report was furnished by

Mr. S. J. Johnson, S recial Assistant, Soils and Pavements Laboratory.

Part II was reviewed by Mr. A. L. Mlathes, Chnief (retired), Inspection i

and Exploration Section, Soil and Rock M-echanics Branch, Soils and Pave-

ments Laboratory. General direction was provided by Mr. A. A. Maxwell,TI_.Z 9 P9 Mil
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Acting Chief (deceased), and Mr. J. P. Sale, Chief, Soils and Pavements

Laboratory.

Directors of WES during the conduct of this study and preparation

of this report vere COL Levi A. Brown, CE, and COL Ernest D. Peixotto,

CE. Technical Director was Mr. F. R. Brown. Directors of CERC vere

LTC Hyron D. Snoke, CE, LTC Edward M. Villis, CE, and LTC Don S. McCoy,

CE. Technical Directors were Messrs. J. M. Caldwell and T. Saville, Jr.
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CONVERSION FACTORS, BRITISH TO METRIC UNITS OF MEASUREMENT I

British units of measurement used in this report can be converted to

metric or nautical units as follows:

Multiply By To Obtain

inches 2.54 centimeters

feet 0.3048 meters

miles (U. S. statute) 1.609344 kilometers

square miles (U. S. statute) 2.589988 square kilometers
square feet 0.092903 square meters

cubic feet 0.0283168 cubic meters

cubic yards 0.764555 cubic meters

pounds 0.45359237 kilograms

tons (2000 1b) 907.185 kilograms

pounds (force) per square 0.6894757 newtons per square
inch centimeter

pounds (force) per square 47.8803 newtons er square
foot meter

pounds per cubic foot 16.0185 kilograms per cubic
meter

inches per second 2.54 centimeters per
second

feet per second 0.3048 meters per second

kips (force) 4,448.222 newtons

knots 1.852 kilometers per hour

I
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SURY *1
This report presents the state-of-the-art of marine soil mechanics

and foundation engineering. The study involved an extensive literature
search and personal contacts with individuals in Government and industry 4
involved in offshore work. The fields of subbottom exploration, labora-
tory and in situ testing, soil properties, and marine foundation engi-
neering were examined to delineate existing capabilities and limitations.
The viewpoint taken was that of a soils and foundation engineer attempt-
ing to plan, design, and construct an offshore foundation with the avail-
able knowledge and experience. The study was limited to water depths of
600 ft or less. Uncertainties exist in (a) questionable soil property
inputs for design procedures due to sample disturbance and inadequate
knowledge about sea floor characteristics, (b) performance expectations
based on inadequate full-scale foundation performance data, and (c) con-
struction technology to place the foundation as designed. Recommenda- jI
tions are made for research projects to reduce these uncertainties and
to advance the state-of-the-art of marine soil mechanics and foundation
engineering.
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_ _ _ _ _, i,. ... -.

STATE-OF-THE-ART OF MARINE SOIL MECHANICS
AND FOUNDATION ENGINEERING 'I

PART I: INTRODUCTIONI

Purpose

1. The purpose of this study was to determine the state-of-the-

art of marine soil mechanics and engineering and, based on the results

of this study, to present recommendations for future research. The

areas investigated included (a) subbottom exploration, (b) testing of 1
marine soils, (c) marine soil properties, (d) marine foundation engi-

neering, (e) dredging, and (f) underwater fills. This study made possi-
ble the identification of potential problem areas and recommendations

for research needed to increase knowledge of the continental shelf and

to advance the field of marine soil mechanics and foudation engineering.

Scope

2. The scope of this study involved (a) an extensive literature

search and (b) personal contacts by telephone, letter, and/or visit (see

Appendix A) with other individuals engaged in marine soil mechanics and

engineering. Consideration was limited to water depths less than

600 ft* (l00 fathoms), which approximates the internationally recognized

legal depth of the continental shelf and encompasses most underwater

areas of economic interest. This report covers subsoil exploration, in

situ and laboratory testing, structure foundations, dredging, and fills.

Background

3. Underwater construction engineering is rapidly increasing and

* A table of factors for converting British units of measurement to

metric units is presented on page ix.

1 I
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becoming highly diversified, as shown in table 1. As a consequence,

there is increased awareness that capabilities of analyzing the special

problem in underwater construction have lagged behind. equirements

for detpwter facilities have been vastly extended by the development of

superships, having drafts of 80 to 100 ft, for transporting crude oil

and bilk comodities. The sensational expansion of oil and gas produc-

tion offshore is well known, and future years may well see increasing

utilizatiou of other offshore natural resources. Shallow-water con-

structon in water depths enerally less than 100 ft. is becoming in-

jcreastqFly important as complete land utilization of present coastal

areas becomes a reality, and land must be made available for industrial

or urban use or for airfields. A generalized susmary of experience in

underwater construction of various types is given in table 2.
.The increasing interest in soil mechan.ics aspects of marine

cstruction is demonstrated by the recent appearance of papers on the

subject (for example, reference 1) and papers presented at specialty

conferences such as the Conference on Marine Geotechnique at the Univer-

sity of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, 1-4 May 1966;2 the two ASCE confer-
ence3 on Civil Engineering in the Oceans in September 19673 and December

1969; the AST. Specialty Conference on Underwater Sampling, Testing,

and Construction Control in June 1971; 5 and yearly Offshore Technology

Conferences at ;ouston, Texas.

2



PART II: WBBO'TOM EXPLORATION

5. Subbottom exploration may involve sampling and testing of the

materials below the water-soil interface and it may also include geo-

physical techniques of measuring and recording the response of the sub-

bottom deposits to various energy sources. In this section, the major

emphasis is on sampling equipment and methods, vith a brief discussion

of geophysical techniques. Testing methods and procedures are discussed

in Part III.

Sampling

6. Sampling is the exploration technique by which physical sam-

ples of the ocean bottom materials are obtained for examination or test-

ing by engineers and scientists. A thorough discussion of subsurface

exploration and sampling is found in Hvorslev's treatise on the sub-

ject;6 Hvorslev divided subsurface exploration into four phases:

(a) fact finding and geological survey, (b) reconnaissance or general

exploration, (c) detailed exploration--small undisturbed samples, and

(d) special exploration-large undisturbed samples. The quality re-

quired of the soil sample, sampling equipment, and sampling operation

increases in order from phase a to phase d. Hvorslev also listed five

d4sturbances to which soil samples are subjected: (a) change in stress

conditions, (b) change in water content and void ratio, (c) disturbance

of the soil structure, (d) chemical changes, and (e) mixing or segrega-

tion of soil constituents. The quality of the soil sample will depend

on how effectively the design of the sampler and the sampling procedure

minimize these disturbances. Realizing that disturbance (a) cannot be

totally avoided during the sampling operation and preparation of labora-

tory test specimens, Hvorslev considers a sample "suitable for all labo-

ratory tests and for practical purposes considered undisturbed" if none

of disturbances (b) through (e) above occurred.

7. In the process of advancing a borehole, the soil at the bottom

of the hole will tend to expand upward because of the removal of

3%



overlying material. Inside van skin friction along the sampling tube

or liner will impede the movement of soil along the outer edge of the

saple. The combined effect of the penetrating force and inside skin

friction, which increases as the sample length increases, eventually

attains a value which is greater than the bearing capacity of the soil

below the sampler. After this point is reached, the soil belcv the sam-

pler will be deflected downward, stretched, and reduced in thickness be-

fore it enters the sampler. Eventually, the inside skin friction Vl

zomue so great that it will prevent further entry of soil into the sa*-

pler. A cone or wedge is then formed ahead of the sampler, and further

penetration will not result in additional sample length. The heaving,

impeding, and defiecting actions all contribute to disturbances (a),

(b), (c), and (e)

8. The use of drilling nud in the borehole reduces the heaving

tendency of the soil belov the bottom of a borehole. Hvorslev estab-

lished design requirements for long samplers (for use in other than

coarse-grained dense or hard soils) to reduce the skin Lfriction and

other factors zhat contribute to sample disturbance. These and more

recently suggested criteria, shown in fig. 1, were intended to achieve

sampler characteristics that would prevent significant disturbance of

the soil sample. The terms in fig. 1 were taken from references 6, 7,

F and 8. Compliance with these criteria does not guarantee an undisturbed

soil sample but will reduce disturbance of the sample. A positive in-

side clearance ratio, Ci , within the limits shown, al.ovs-some reduc-
tion of inside skin friction created by lateral expansion of the soil as

it enters the sampling tube and yet provides Zufficient inside skin

friction to prevent the soil sample from slumping inside the tube and

possibly falling out of the tube during the sampler's return to the sur-

face. The outside clearance ratio, C , within the limits shown, al-

lows sufficient increase in wall thickness of the cutter head over the
wall thickness of the sampling tube to reduce the outside skin friction

and permit deeper penetration and yet does not permit the thickness to

be so great as to impede the cutting a'rility of the cutting head. The

limits on the area ratio, C , control the amount of excess soil
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entering the Sampler due to the displaoift action Wf a thick cutting

head wall. The mnim allwable valor tte ratio or sare lemtt to

insidie diaitter, C S , controls the buidupq or Inside skin tfrictimu amd.

essentially stops the sa1mag beforat a downwasrd dtEfltetifan of the fboil

below the souler acturs. Ito aid Tanaka' ound in smiing a chevy

silt (Kanto loam) that a cutting ado toper, a , o" T dfg resulted ini

the samnfest amt or Samle distubafte, but do or 15 deg resulted

In the leanst amont or force neessary to drive the sapr. 2laey bad

vari*4 a from 5 to 90 dfg In their irvstipaiwa. The cuttishe edge
teper of 7 dig is wen within Uiworslev's criterion that a should be

less thai XC deg. An angle of tapier, a , less than 5 deg bo bee* Sag-

nested by others for samplng cohesive fiegrie soils. ,10-22

Richiards anid ParkerT prefer the staglebuvelavi edge over tbe doable-

beveled edge for sampling cohesive fine-grained soils.

9- The flow characteristics of the check valve above the sam-

pling tube nozt be sufficient to prevent overressures from developing

above the zanple, or at the tar of the piston If a piston ==Wler is

uzed, since overpressures would lumpede tht novenuevt of :ail into the

sampling tube. Ite fixed-piston samplr is the uost desirable of' cur-

rently used u iistarbed sampling devices. lN rsev1 3 ha ugetd

j of the soil strata below the sampler vould be better; this, however,

would require further research to determ~ue the anomet or the zaweemt

and the means by which pitton, uog~t celz e contron-e4.

10. Sampling equi-.tant and procedu&reg have been iznprved since
194a9, but the causes of d*;i1tura-sV and the dal* criteria for tube-
type sanplers; used to cobtain high-qudait.-r undisiurbad samples, as estab-

lished by Hvorslev, are v~12 alid; hni arg Vl;q applicable to maripe

subbottom exploration and suaping. %'e~harft -=~d Psmr 7 J iscuss in

more detail the application of iNvor4':1' work to aurine-type tube
samplers.

liihvepbihe rtei o
U1. Both "opins anid Onarati 1 hv ulsedciei o

mrine botton samplers used from surface vessels. These criteia~ arej



Us*-*A belor to i -vscld a frm or refeiwae in ewisidering the various

salrs available:

si- The samler should ha6- minim owr of awing parts.j

b. Part should be Cossusion resistant.
cTI samler should be stan* eam to andure repeal"

hadling an deck ad Impacts ambottom.

d. he bulk mod weidit or the samler should be *;2 that
the samper is not overly damous to haamU on deck sad
samald be within the lifting limits of :*ijbard cemps
am winch.

C. 2we samler shoul preptrly ocient itzelf prior to entry
luto the bottom.

t. Sufficient veigat or paver should be provided to abtaink
desired penetration Into the bottom.

£ ibue should be little or no disturbace of the soil Eha-

Is. So savple loss sbo~aU occur during zutrieva or the zaa-
pier flu. the bottom to the water surfw.

I.Mwsaplesitoul. b Se~zt-praeve crnth anaes,

22 aplngs comlse f rom ad vritino tesmot; iat

mods.Baresor thrh ntere pelats can be tod.t thersilaswit

n~iulalngarms and viewing ports have been ue.1,7Bottom

crawlers are envisioned for ftsure sea floor work.

13. Sn geophysical survey work is usually done prior to a sam-

pling operation ini the ccean. In the siMplest form, this "oud involve

I a bathymetric survey utilizing a precision depth recorder (P13K) or a
similar recorder which can provide continuous acoustic reflecti~n traces

of the sea bottom. The sigiatures recorded can be or help in selecting,
the type of sample to be used. For example, a continuous flat trace
could imply sediments, variations in strength of the trace could im~ply

density variations, a rugpea trace could inply rock outcr7.v: with the

'Possibility of sediments; in the valley, etc. W~here the presence of rock

is suspected, it would be prudent to attempt snApling first with a rock



core %wmzl. or kam- zAil smiltr. Omz*' the preence air sedimeats Is
suspectA, a mormi sal zampler ;ra bt sed. In a ' i sophisticated

fog., contiamms reflection sia v" =W be perfrmed. Siving trams or
the sigmtures not only of the vater-bottom interface but also or 'thome

of the subbot soils or zo' Evalamli~ of these :i0tres Is *ftea
U" se dItn uiW the type or sabbtto samuling to be dome.

116. Sampers ca 'be groqe m a int three aki m- catesaries: (a) sur-

ficial grAb or scoop samllrs, (b) singlo-etry drive saqlers, a~i (c)

repeated-eatry -rive saviors- Pathmiv som suars coiuld loican~y

fa Into noze than ca et.teM , they ame dezcribed umwIerca tow

Por Pan eftence or discCssion. The cboice of 'Aich $alders -to wet o-

boue quimet, J o coois

Surfieia1 G-nh or Scome Samplers

15. Oceamograhers wse smai surficial V-xb zaqders, which are

* cWrated from winches aboard surface ves~els, to obtain disturbed zol

samples do to Weeral1.y less then 1 ft below the sea floe-. Two types

of oamaopqkic grab zan~lers are described in table 3 ad shbm ina

figs. 2 and 3. Sauqilg to greater depths has been acomplished by using

standard construction equzipmnent with large buckets when near the saore-

* line in water depths uup to =1lO ft. 7he grab saplerz have & set of

mis that are open during the descent to ad penetration in the sea

floor, forced to close on the batton and thus obtain a bite of the sea

floor by the uward pull exerted on the cable during retrieval, opera-

tions, and held closed by the tension on the cable during the ascent of

the sampler to the sea surface. The samples obtained with these sin-

piers are disturbed because the biting action of the jaws will distort

the sample aid because washing out of fines is generally unavodable dur-

ing the ascent of the suMler througb the water nass. These samplers are

usefual in the fact-finding and geological survey phase or exploration.

16. Scoop or dredge-type samplers are also described in table 3,j

8
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--- Um common types are smm ia

Sfig. is. "a sanger is constue-

ted of qlinncal or mectum& r

mtal frms vith te fbor'd enM

*mm and the aft end either coy-

eed with a grati* or havif a

steel -n beg attached. The"

seAmpers we dzegsi aln the

boto ad we ubaermll aned by

wcmaphers for collecting rock

- -es They ban also been use
to saple hard cabesive soils.

Th forard edps of these sam-

pler-A are sharpened for scraping

and chipping off rock tra.ments as

they are draggd along the bottow.

tM grating or open msh be a

the back end of the dredge permits

the pisae of water yet retains

the rock saple. ?he scoop sam-

pier, like the grab sampler, is

useful in the fact-finding and-geo-

logical survey phas of exploration.

17. Surfieial grab or scoop
%",, LI- (. 09rOIo samplers are of minimal value in

Fig. 3. Van Veen sampler with modi- soil mechanics and foundation en-
tied trigper (from reference 21) gineering. Hoever, in the pro-

cess of examining available past

records for a specific site, the engineer may find that soil classifica-

tion and geologic conlusions were based on tests of soil samples ob-

tained with these samplers. This information must be used cautiously by

the ergineer becsse the soil samples are dist-rbed ones and were reaoved
AI 19

from only the upper foot of the sea floor. .Ipkins and Holmes pre-

sent more thorough descriptions of surf"icial grab or scoop samplers.

10
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a. Pir. . ',-
own s~~d rw6bw. 3o m jr raw r-

. ipe 4nree b. r~e dre e

Fig. 16. pipe adre4p -m4 rfa- diveoe aii1ers (from
reference 18)

Sinale-ntry Drive Ssiplers

18. Single-entry drive -elers ae te tube-type subbo t-et smu-

piers which either use gravity to achieve penetration into the ea -floor

or are propelled into the sea floor by other eamns. Of the comon oce~mc-

graphic bottm s=W11n devices, these are potentially tne mst useful to

the =oils engineer. For this reason, they will be discussed in nore de-

tail than the )revious salers. They =ay be used for the recopaissance

phase of exploration. Also, in, cases in wihich foundation loads are snai

wad the influence of applied loads is not too deep, they nay be used in

11



ofthe water =Ms it Is practicaly :impossible for these samplers to be

returned to their previous locations for reentry into the sow hole for

coMntinuous Or Incemental sapling. The gravity single-entry drive San-

pier will be discussed first.* then the propened Tsingle-entry dri vt sa=-

pier- Both wrk best Iu soils that ame not too coarse-grained. not; too

dense Or hard, ad not too loose or soft. i~r the soil is too coase-

grained, dense, or hard, It Is difficult to .Ahieve bottom penetraLtion;

if the soil is too loose or soft, it is difficult to retain the sample.

Gravity single-fntry Drive Samylers

19-. Gravity singe-enetry crive =*qplers consist of interchaangeable

sampling tubes ad an upper assembl.y which provides support both for the

drive wights and the sampling tubes. By connon usage, these samplers

are separated into two classifications: (a) gravity corers* an (b) pris-

ton corers.* Both achieve penetration in~tO the bott~m ty cravity, but

the piston corer differs from the holiov-tube gravity corer in that it

utilizes a Piston Nechanisn to create a partial vacuua in the tube above

the entrapped soil as the tube sl-ips past t,,he piston and into the bottom.

- The vaICUUM is helpful in holding soil in the tube during raising opera-
tions and in decreasing sanmpli:.g disturbance. Te prniljnovdi

6.
the sawe oae which is utilized in onshore piston samplers. Except for

the Piston nechanisn-, the tvo corers are, for all practical purposes, the

same. In fact, the pistor. corer car. be, a-nd often is, used as a gravity

corer by renoving the piston.

20. The kinetic energy available for bottoma penetration by a grav-

ity single-entry drive sampler is a function of the velocity of the sam-

pier, i.e., KE =1/2 my2 , where KE is kinetic energy, m is mass,

COceanographers comumonly refer to drive sacipiers and rotary core barrel
samplers us "corers," and this terminology is often used in this report.
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andy YIs veocity. In :arly 2mpling in the ocean, the velocity at-=

tainable by a corer vas restricted by the winch speed. The ~Iractice

then was to lower the corer at the mxzm safe speed at~ which the cable

couald beleou.Vlcteupt20fseweeotialbylt-n

eral, though, velocities were much less tha tis, with the result that

kinetic energ supplied only a sall part of the total energy available

for penetration.

21. In 29Ws, Rvorslev and Stetson conceived the first free-fall

release mechanism to incre~ze the velocity or a corer using a pilot

weight which would trigr the corer assembly. The corer assembly was

suspended above the pilot weight and

permitted the corer to free-fallj
from a predetermined height into the

bottom 2 The pilot weight could 1m ME

be a dead weight or a second short

peneratin coer ued t obtinI

solFig. 5 ul er sto ce release
mcaimcaim(rm.eeec 1

...........

j~ ~ ~ ~~~~~Mlf LOWtsofLNvl~cngapkfi
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Figs. 6 and 7 depict the opbtration of (a) a gravity-type corer, and

(b) a piston-type corer using release mechanisms.

22. Terminal and striking velocities and other pertinent charac-

teristics of corers free-falling through water are discussed in refer-

ences 22-25. The penetration of a free-fall sampler into the sea floor

depends on the energy available during the sampling operation, the geom-

etry of the sampler, and the variation in soil resistance with depth.

The energy is comprise4 of kinetic energy, which is proportional to the

mass and the square of the velocity of entry of the sampler into the

soil, and of potential energy, which is proportional to the mass, the
free-fall distance, and the depth of penetration. The geometr of the

sampler vill influence the ease with vhich the sampler penetrates the

WWN FM FAL. FIRN Muni" a

ma-u a-u

ama"

SEA
SOTTMM

(Courtesy of U. S. Naval Oceanographic Officej

Fig. 6. Principle of operation of gravity-type corer
(from reference 21)
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(Courtesy of U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office)

Fig. 7. Principle of operation of piston-type corer

(from reference 21)

sea floor and the amount of soil resistance mobilized in resisting the

sampler's entry. The depth of penetration is inversely proportional to

the increase in soil resistance with depth. In the corers to be dis-

cussed, the individual designers have varied the corer mass, impact ve-

locity, and corer geometry to improve penetration. However, penetration

alone is not enough because the quality of the sample obtained is often

more important. The penetration of corers into the sea floor has been

analyzed by Schmid2 5 and Korites.26 ,27

23. Sampling tubes in use are made of metal or plastic with

A
15
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circular, square, or rectangular cross sec-

tions. Figs. 8 and 9 show a cylindrical,
plastic-tube co~rer and a bottom=-rest, rectan-

gular, metallic-tube corer, respectively.

Plastic liners generally used with the metal

barrels are comonly made of cellulose ace-

tate butyrate tCAB). The assembly of the cy-

lindrical metal-tube Kullenberg piston corer

with a plastic liner is shown in fig. 10.

Since a CAB liner has a relatively poor de-
I .nm f A' kgkr o 28

of A Sd. gree of impermeability, a sample may lose

Fig. 8. Richards single, water if it is stored in its *,Aastic liner

cyiladrical, plastic- for a significant length of time prior to
tube barrel corer (from

reference 7) testing. Other plastics which apparently

are less permeable are polycarbonate, poly-

ethylene, and polyvinyl chloride (IPC). PVC pipe has been used success-

fully as the barrel of some corers. 2 1 2 9 "3 0  elrin plastic has been

used successfully by Richards. 7

214. Prior to sampling, the depth of v:ater should be known, and

general knowledge of the bottom composition should be obtained. The

water depth establishes the length of cable needed to lower the corer to

the bottom, thus eliminating the possibility of excess cable being let

out with subsequent kinking. Preliminary information on bottom composi-

tion can be obtained from past experience in the area, strength of the

bottom reflection trace on the depth recorder, the traces on a subbottom

profiler, or from surface grab samples. These observations will mini-

mize the chances of losing or cracking a corer assembly due to attempts

to sample a bottom which is too hard.
11 30 12

25. Richards, McManus, Rosfelder and Marshall, and Inder-

bitzen31 present information comparing current marine corers with

1vorslev's criteria for sampling tubes. Table 4 lists characteristics

of some common corers currently in use. This table shows that, with the
exception of the USNEL spade corer (fig. 9), none of the corers listed
meets all of Hvorslev's criteria.

16
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(Courtesy of The University of Illinois Press)

Fig. 9.USNEL bottom-rest, rectangular, metallic-tube spade corer
(from reference 12)
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(Cowlres of U. S. NWaswOeenoginphic Office)

Fig. 10. Kulleriberg piston corer assembly (from reference 21)

26. Table 5 gives ranges of corer diameters and barrel lengths

for samplers currently in use. 7Keeping in mind 1vorslev's safe-length
criterion, the maximum safe length:; obtainable would be 20 ft .'or a

12-in, gravity corer and 10 ft for a 6-in, piston corer. For many

18



thos in A.
21. The piston civer wiIII generally obtain a luagr sampl and

will hold the saple In the carer bettor them the gravity corer. Now-
ever, beemase of the *'nmil penertion or single-entry sampers, so-

pies; Obtained with a piston eorer ame often more disturbed than the
token with a gravity corer.T~%3 This is dume puinarily to the dir-
ficulty of maintaining a stationary pistoc during samling operations

mid to the practice of raising the salr with the winch cable directly
linked to the piston. The aintenonce of a stationary piston depends an

the stability of the work platform end the connection between this plst-
frm and the piston. Ships and barges are moving platform, and the

rouqjaness and the natural swl of the seas are transui-med via the
winch, main cable, and piston cable to the piston arA impart an oscilla-

tory action to the piston relative to a fixed horizontal plane. This

causes a pumnping action behind the samnple instead of a uniform increase

of the expected partial vaicutam. The pumping motion impedes sampling

during a downward stroke and accelerates it during cn upward stroke.I 28. Raising thic ampler with the piston cable can cause a strong
pull on the piston, which usually results in the vertical upward dii-
placement of the piston until it seats itself on the stop collar of the

tube assembliy. This often occurs in cases in vhi..h the piston is not

seated firmly on the piston stop collar of the sampler tube assembly
(due to insufficient penetration of the sampler to fill the full length
of the sample tube). The force and displacement result in a distorting,
sucking action on the soil already in the tube as well as a sucking in

of excessively disturbed soil at the bottom of the sampler.

29. Many inetgtr6l,12,T3 have examined the problems
of piston coring. These investigators have studied the disturbance cre-

ated by elastic relaxation waves traveling the main cable and the degree
of disturbance in various portions of the core sample, compared piston

core samples with gravity core samples, and considered the imiportance of
sample disturbance relative to the sample's purpose.
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30. 7be awa or piston corinig over gravity coring is sho
is tQ1e 5; mh~t df~nIs1 retwniom awe poissible with the sat diametier

corer- The possibility of smpIa loss Is also decreased becag of toe

peatial VVI above the smole.. Far agimtring purposes, i. ist; bie

decided whether a lca diswirbe4 saO1e Is more or le= desirable V- a

Awut. le=s distwbeI Msee %kick gives Le tauru~on an tte mW-erz-a

at greatr depth-

31- Several inatIOUZZ to Improve grity-type. zingle-tOUy

drive staplers hare bee xsgested andfor used- as ort these a- ie

free or unattatbed mmrr.4 'This Is as metbered pravity_ corer

which ray be drefed iuto the water frrm a movinug ship or = axrpla-4e-

It inClules anexpendale outer barrel sd weight assenbly wh~ich remin

on the ocean bottom after a sapling operation. The s~z1e. insidae a

Plastic liner, is floated to the sea surface by attached buuyant flakz

which are triggred loose from the excpunble portions or the co*rer

after the corer pentrates the bottas. The corer is deiped to take

li-ft cores. Fig. 11 shows the -3ocnrag corer3 2 md its operation-

Sucacessful recoveries of these corers haze been made 90 percent or tbe

tim, ndonly a few of these did not contain =oil samples. - Te =d;ar-

acteristics of the flooneraWg corer are listed in table 16.

32. Piston imobilizers have been devised to divorce the rizton

from the upward pull of the =&in cable during the raising of the sampler

from the bottom and, at the sue tine, to restrain the piston frro= mv'iir

dondue to its own weight and the weight of the soil sumnie.~"~

.12 shows an iumbilizer produced by Benthos, Inc. The upper half

separates from the piston assembl.y and is pulled up to the upper end of

the tube assembly so that the lift force is applied a-t the piston stip

or collar assembly of the corer. The piston is imcbilized from- noring

down by wedging brass ber1 is against the inside of the core barrel.

33. Inside wall friction can be reduced by providing a 5-echanism

that allows retention of the sampled soil in the sampler, but separates

the sampled soil from the movement of the core barrel as the barrel

moves past. The Swedish foil sape 7provides such an arrangement..

As the sciaple moves down, steel foil strips unreel (at a rate equal to

20
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the -swu .1uai -te) fr starw lmsNN the

bock of ae Cutter hWAl SUN e VO he a1 Imi aer-

ftthe smilifr t~b. 7be sonl and te fail 4W-

Cain It VINMei S%tIVpjmI Inside thte US thft

taW slim just so lmm bm 411-ant-sag friUm

?A' -I ~ s-l U0 *0 aheawA Iift4 MK or 910t
suppif tee. *:*~ *Wqer is no 3 ama Mwia

9mimmet sampr, bu a o No" swreim an

l md In SWUM Iator.~'

31h. A usomm* similar Ln (the

Mw,%ik came) uing~ a rlaibl-type liner hat bees
deveoe~d tw Maine .me. 5 0 x5  Fig 33 shusU

------ t Ue eating hea. fexible 3litr star-

qp, ~stm n core barrel or the Chaellk corer

adthe operation of the liner. As the cutting
had and cm barel slip post 'th piston, the

flexible liner (synthetic cesin us"dI t e mest

peiang ImiAustry) VamE.l dm encases the sOil so-
- PIC as the core barrel slips by vitboat touaching

AmWAr Mo the soil. Labrieamits have also beeas used for re-

dueling both inside and outside vanl mrctlom.52
Fig. 12. Piston In- 35Irmtepeiu icsin tI p
mobilizer produced by 3.Ti h rvosdsusoi sa-

11"th" * InDC. parent that gravity-type, single-entry drive sam-

plers vifl tk epr samples of the bottom than

generally insufficient, for deep founsdation engineering purposes- 7hese

corers generaly tend to preserve Viae in situ stratigirapk, but they dis-

turb the soil samples to various degrees.

36- The gravity corer obtains a less-disturbed samle than the pis-

ton corer because of the difficulty cf -mintaining a stationary piston and

the practice of raising the sampler by the piston. Piston immobilizers

have been developed to eliminate the effects or raising the corer by the

piston. Otter means suggested or used to increase the efficiency of grav-

ity, single-entry drive samplers and/or to decrease sample disturbance

22
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imaut (a theuse t a1ezu u sstm (b) the ueor labricmts

GE the wells at the ewer, (e) the us of buta-rest system which ame
aIntILally fthm of m sWr* Influees 4WIag the sapling Oerations.

ad(4) the weof sinrony rdslo systm to alt In pemtratin-

3T. Propelled single-entry drive samplers using rocket fuel, vi-
bs Mien, orother mean fo driving a owe tube iato the bottom have bee.P

§ s~ed MW~Ir devloped to obtain greater penetration or to sampe

hard botem.

3.A exampe of the rocket-fted sampler is the Norwegin
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ftis sawplr otaow msetwoit~ its wim mol the velocity it at-

taim Ptom to utaef--maw hwe t- Aner the Twpreh (a mikoe gives

tse Swimu I of Its Shape) Ome to res, a tbimp-waj.3 swipif

tab z!s dris pst a Cused gist.vs into the sai. hrmo *L a rate ofup

j ,lotatl 0.2 w~m. %Wraem cwreu hb'iai lb. mcwal* $ita

(M&g 14) Un4 the =Om"Lu4 d - -I* of on~ the tiow d l

tm air a s&Ud -mcb- t pw I~A Air betwava the rw a m hle

Vista" ONOI h"1 the b"" bolst the hanaw VlSUM A isot

Gsthe m iaum mwv ML the top of the TW40 mko the -fif VI*-

too pes the WOO hoesm CwIwt or Its, suptm Stroke the

enes goSgmome bwkUA the Vistas Is vau thmoo the vmw holes-
The t~bt~ a46 & ml *W I 6 (2-1 La-) 10 diAUM - 44 1-6 Is (.m ft)
1481. TAhis Is essntally a C1.28-pist aqewMJas do In parit to thm
*mt. Perim or Lim (loss Utm a se) mhfd to *1m w esompler.

nw ampler Is 48ime to Ooge Is waft dephs s &ltas0 a

(1150 ft) sa wms 510 g (U= lb) In. air. 11e sompler Is cocsI4rvw

safr thm as mwer wJosIw-typw cor.- wkicS %lm.Id ritle prisar

mad s m r to sbwt the swnql Lag tab intoa tbt se fl~cw bcm

the Trpo~s nwUi cbar~v id lWter e buraol wile1 hold Ine the

bmd- With the mass oftbe saapler bkriag constant, the depth of

eattra-iom or tht swqpier !s Aeterwiaed by its impact velocity, wich

is cotsoaUI by tL-e vinch spEed or by the free-fall distS f it he

saler is aUlam to te-fail to the Wman.~ by varying this velocity

an sucessive lomariags or the swq1er, the 6epth at which actual sam-

pietakes pl.ace can be predetemmiae. ThoA reectry into the sam
hle is not possible, incrcectal =*mFAne !n a =*,, lacalized area is

possible. Xazimmu 4epth of penetraLica :3f the* s=WIi~ tsa*e is 9-7 a

(32 ft). 11t is predictet tat if the fmret-all release tec~mitpe is

used with this suipler. jpeetratiums vill reach a -Septh of 2Ca (66 ft).

?he Sinpier's characteristics ame listed in table T

Vibration samlers

39. 3Mrine satplers using vibration Lo cauase t;-,e sapling tube to
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~Cte~ the bogus hu also bom devrW! d'"' U.1654 Th e

(bee especiallr uwft inL savdifta c m bsiw sails. "Me mosim,

frst to wevibsa~y suaLiag at sea, amd electric vibraw

intaed -m a botta-rost usimpif systm c wod of a h.t pdatros

(afo stability ad m wri~t framwak mams iick Owe vibrawo rides
as it drive the cam tde isto the *oil. I%& Pis-taf is imaiird by

a cablo stmost at the toP
ofrthe Ma. The systmf is

- -~1wewd md raised by a cable

atbe 1 the fU . *wA a

e~etri 4Nt~is zvppied t

the vibrator Mte w urrac

160. 30oft% c-euSeiqftce

S4~~usneriag, lu., *a4

Aline zwoviesical A=CIAI",

a Inc., * ufatwar vibratery

orers. 7%e V.Ibragmre o~f Al-

pine aferatez to mm"z 4epxth

of 200 ft of water z~a ILke
3-1I2-in.-dm uzil t*c a to

&0 at in ltneth.56 
'5' This is

oupised of an i-be=r tcuer

that zqpports =4d Cii es t

Mfda fT r-LeCeed botto= I;

port fr~nevork. ?he ai r-

:mere4 necnanical vibrator

drives the corer into zhe bot-

j~CO y I ofe 1r 4 of t. It tzaes about 1-V) see

to cbt:&n :-- -ft core. The
Fig. 15. Vibracore ready to be itncieareevhc
lowered to th~e bottom of the sea mtPeue ee hc

(from reference 56) ind-Ica-ez th-e zimant and rate
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Fig. 16. ScmhetJic diagram of 13GS-US sapler in operation
3

of penetration of the corer. The shipping weight for a -ft core model

is 3O0 lb. An abilical cord delivers compressed air from the shipboard

compressor to the vibrating unit and transmits electronic signals from the

meter to the on-deck recorder. The core tube is vithdrum into the frame-

work prior to raising the sampler. The U. S. Army Coastal Engineering

Research Center has successfuly used a Vibracore in its send inventory

vork.5 8 '59

41. The St. Louis District of the Corps of Engineers used a vibra-

tory corer on the Mississippi River in 1966 (fig. 1.6). Built by the

U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) for the St. Louis

District, it was patterned after the U. S. Geological Survey (USGS) model

which had been used on the Columbia River. The USGS version was de-

signed to take a 6-ft-long sample; the WES model was designed to take a

sample approximately 11 ft long, but only 5-ft lengths of samples were

obtained by the St. Louis District due to the denseness and coarseness of

the river bottom materials. This is a bottom-rest system using a fixed-

piston corer. Through the unique arrangement of pulleys, the tension on

27
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the cable is tramitted to the smpling tube as a downward thrust.

Mm., the coer utilizes two principal means of penetrating the bottom:

(a) vibration, .- d (b) conversion of tension on the main cable to a down-

yard thrust on the sumler tube. The vibrator is a single-phase rotary

type, delivering 135 kg at 60 Nz, and operates fro, a shipboard portable,

gsoline-motor generator unit. The core tube is pulled back into the

corer before the assembly is raised. Sampler characteristics are listed
In table i.

Other spLers
12. A pmeumatically operated core sampler (the Mackereth sampler)

has been developed for operating in ater depths of 250 m (820 ft).35

The bottom-rest system, which was designed for lake work, is held to the

lake bottom by hydrostatic pressure acting on a I-ft-high by 18-in.-ID-

cylindrical anchor chamber embedded in the sediment. The corer sits on

top of the cylindrical chamber and operates along the axis of the cylinder

after it has become anchored. Upon contact of the cylindrical chamber

with the bottom, water is pumped out of the chamber to the surface. As

this withdrawal occurs, hydrostatic pressure drives the anchor into the

bottom. When mud appears in the discharge aboard the surface vessel, the

pump is shut off. The corer is then driven into the sediment by com-

pressed air acting behind a piston, which pushes the core tube past an-

other fixed piston into the soil. Using this corer, 1-1/2-in.-diam,

19-1/2-ft-long samples of glacial clay, said to have had no apparent evi-

dence of disturbance, have been obtained. Compressed air may be supplied

by bottled air or by a compressor. The entire assembly is lifted to the

water surface with the core tube in the extended position. The sampler

does not have a liner, and the sa,,le is extruded by retracting the sam-
pling tube into its housing and e.jecting the soil sample into horizontal

sample troughs. The characteristics of this corer are listed in table 4.

43. Richards6 1 has developed a bottom-rest system which can take a
1 .2-in.-ID, 9-ft-long sample. The system (fig. 17) is comprised of a

bottom bearing platform and an upper tower. Electromechanical arrmaige-

ments drive a sampling tube or a testing device from the tower into the

soil. The system is capable of obtaining a soil sample, inserting a
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nuclear densimeter probe, or

pushing and torquing a vane

shear device. Each of these

is a separate operation and

requires raising the system,

changing the device, and re-

lowering. A wet-cell energy

source and electric motors

for powering the system and an

electronics package for trans-

mission and relay of commands 327y.4

and data are all mounted at

the base of the tower and are

either in pressure-

compensating or pressure-

protected enclosures. An um-

bilical cord from the surface

vessel to the bottom system

carries commands from the ship

to the system and data from

the system back to shipboard

* recorders. The corer charac- (Couresy ofNor n Geotecical

teristics are those of the Intitute, Oslo, Norwa)

Richards' hydroplastic corer Fig. 17. Richards' bottom-rest system
described in table 4. with vane shear equipment attached (from
~~reference 61)

44. The University of r n

g Rhode Island has developed a bottom-rest system which is called the Deep

Ocean Sediment Probe (DOSP) for the U. S. Navy Underwater Sound Labora-

tory (fig. 18). An electromechanical system is used to drive (without

rotation) four test probes simultaneously, or to alternatively drive

(without rotation) a thin-walled corer, all to a maximum penetration of

5 ft into the bottom. One probe houses a sound source, and the other

probes house hydrophones to pick up the sound transmissions and thermis-

tors to measure soil temperatures. The coring tube is made of acrylic
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Fig. 18. Deep Ocean Sediment Probe (DOSP)(from reference 62)

plastic and takes a 3-in.-diam core. The entire unit is held to the bot-

ton by a I2-in.-diam by 12-ir.-high hydrostatic anchor, which operates

in a manner sililar to the Mackereth hydrostatic anchor. Commands and

data are transmitted via an umbilical cord running from the surface yes-

sel to the DOSI. 6 2

15. A multiuse sampling and test frame, DOTIPOS, has been devel-

oped to take 10-ft cores (discussed later in this report). The U. S.

Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory has completed the design of a 50-ft

bottom-rest corer which is expected to be constructed in the near future.
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16. Various techniques for obtainin bottas samples from greater

eths sugested in the literature. Rosfelder55 suggests the use of

a mole-type corer which penetrates to the desired sa n depth by jet-

ting and then pushes a sampling tube into the soil below the depth.

With the development of a hole reentry system, this mole corer could pro-

vide incremental sampling. Another suggestion is to use electroosmosis

to assist the penetration of samilers through thixotropic soils which

often overlay consolidated formations at sea. This process could be

used both on the outside of the sampler body to achieve greater sampling

depth and on the inside of the core tube itself to reduce vail friction

and sample disturbance. Rosfelder also proposes the use of a sampler

which obtains continuous samples in flexible tubing which, in turn, is

wound around drums and stored for later examination of the soil ob-

tained. The drui.s could be located either above water or on the ocean

bottom. All of these concepts require further investigation. Frohlich

and Mcary3 are developing a hydrodynamically actuated hard rock corer.

With this corer, ambient hydrostatic pressure would be used to acceler-

ate a mass of sea water downward through a vertical pipe to drive a cor-

ing tube into the sea floor.

47. To sunmarize, propelled single-entry drive samplers are used

to accomplish deeper bottom penetration and/or to obtain disturbed soil

samples. A variety of energy sources are used or suggested: (a) elec-

tromechanical couplings, (b) rocket fuel, (c) vibratory systems, (d) com-

pressed air, (e) water Jets, (f) electroosmosis, and (g) hydrostatic

pressures. Same of these are still conceptual, others are in prototype

stage, and some are production models. They all require much improve-

ment before samples can be obtained from sufficient depths for many foun-

dation engineering purposes. Repeated sampling at various depths in a

localized area depends on the ability of the surface vessel to hold a

position over a point on the ocean floor and on the degree of drift of

the corer on subsequent lowerings. To obtain deep samples at a fixed

location, drill string operations which permit repeated entry into the

same borehole are required.
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leeatd-1 s7 Drive Stplers

.8. In eneral, repeated-entry drive sawling requires the use of

continuous drill string connections from the vter surface to the bottom

of the test hole. The major differences between this system and others

are the ability to obtain samples at greater depths below the sea bottom

and the capability of obtaining higher quality undisturbed samples of

all material encountered in the borehole.

149. Ocean floor sampling using drilling equipment is primarily an

adaptation of onshore drilling systems to the ocean environment c, a con-

tinuously moving sea surface. Drilling equipment must be insulated .rom

the rise and fall of the sea surface, and lateral motions must be held

to less than those which would cause excessive bending moments in the

drill string (or casing if casing is used). As recently noted, 6 4 the

problem is one of providing an adequate base from which to conduct drill-

ing operations. This night be (a) a barge, sunk at the site, then re-

floated upon completion of drilling; (b) a fixed platform, raised above

the sea surface on legs Jacked into the sea floor; (c) a fixed platform

supported on piles; (d) an anchored barge; or (e) a self-propelled ves-

sel using anchors and/or auxiliary thrusters to maintain a relatively

fixed location.- An elevated platform minimizes the effects of t1ides,

waves, and currents, but is costly and is used for soil exploration only

for major projects. Anchored barges are used until the distance betulen

shore and the drill site becomes so excessive that an oceangoing tug is

required for support purposes. A more flexible system is to place the

drill rig on self-propelled vessels that can operate relatively indepen-

dently of shore; a sophisticated development is the Global Marine Chal-

lenger used on the Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP), but this type equip-
ment is hardly feasible for engineering projects because of its high
cost. The choice of equipment for a particular drilling project is

largely an economic one determined by depth of water, distance from

shore, required depth of exploration beneath the bottom, and the size

and importance of the proposed project.

50. Drill rigs used offshore are those commonly in use for
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heavy-duty subsurface exploration onshore, and the rpling tools used j
on the end of the dill string are the some as those used onsbre.

These include standard split-spoon siplers, vire-line samplers, piston

samplers, and rotary core barrels. The relative merits or these srn-

piers for onshore work, as discussed in the literature, are applicable

to offshore work also. The sample distrbance aspects of these samplers

also are presented in the literature, avid the Hvorslev ratios noted ear-
lier in this report for Irive samplers are applicable.

51. Drilling operations can be accomplished with or without cas-

ing and require the use of drilling mud. ith casing, the mid can be j
returned to the sea surface, settled in a sump, and recirculated. The

use of bottom- (sea floor) supported casing that is separated from the

vertical notion of the surface platform is feasible until water depth

becomes excessive, e.g., the column strength of some nominal-sized cas-

ing is not sufficient for it to be supported only on the bottom in water

depths greater than 150 ft. Drilling without casing results in the

drilling fluid and cuttings being discharged on the sea floor.

52. WES has used casing from the water surface into the borehole

while obtaining undisturbed sand samples from the subbottom of the Ohio

River at the site of the Mound City, Illinois, lock and dam project and

from the subbottom of Lake Pontchartrain off the mouth of the Inner Har-

bor Navigation Canal in few Orleans, Louisiana. Both sampling opera-

tions were performed in water depths of up to 40 ft. On the Ohio River

project, a truck-mounted rotary drill rig was placed aboard and operated

from an anchored barge. On Lake Ponchartrain, a truck-mounted rig was

operated from a self-elevating platform Vnich raised itself above the

lake surface by jacking its legs into the lake bottom.

53. The sampling operation followed the WES procedure for undis-

turbed sand sampling below the water table.65  In this procedure, a fish-

tail drill bit with baffles (fig. 19) advances the borehole. The

baffles deflect the drilling mud jets upward and prevent the jets from

disturbing the soil below the bit. When the sampling depth is reached,

the borehole is cleaned out, the drill string and fishtail bit withdrawn,

and the soil sampler lowered through the casing into the borehole.
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Fig. 19. Fishtail bits with baffles

ative positios of the

piston and satpling tube during the ss.pling oper tion. ?he saaler iz

p"shel continuously into the soil by the oil-operated hydraulic drive

system of the drill rig. A rate of sample penetration that h= gi-ren

satisfactory results in the past is 0.16 ft/sec. Aditicnal et-ils an

the drilling, sampling, and sample handling of saturated sands are Fre-

sented in reference 65.

55. The drilling mud in the drill hole below the casing is ccn-

sidered partially responsible for the successful retertion of coi:es-'n-

less soil in the sample tube. The drilling mud forms a membrane on the

bottom of the sample and has two effects that contribute to sample reten-

tion. The vacuum on the upper side of the zample due to the piston ac-

tion causes the drilling mud to exert an upward pressure on the bottcM

of the sample. This pressure, coupled with the natural tendency of sand

to arch, materially assists in preventing downward wrnement of the sam-

ple. The drilling mud prevents drainage of free water that otherwise

would cause progressive erosion of the bottom of the sample. In addi-

tion, the viscosity of the drilling mud impedes the formation of turbu-

lence around the bottom of the sample tube; turbulence frequently causes
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giyscsi~siISO to these am the twNUM-1 A21t -is the Gar at

nwico-64 the 2-Z25- a.. the 3-im-, wir*-lie swg3ers. a 3-ia.,

&rkive pub *mUr.,4 0 3-1s., * u-pit sw*Ur wt *mW

The sawa" W*elCU Pemnite t eiv* eaamsoLion at U tects

at Ube diametr, ia.wt driv*, V* drIve, oi opmA-Iew , verst- *-

Piston sawlift on =a qvaity. - Suat~ths wre defteiwiae ty
encnfledtonriuts tests a XIALEW* wame te*sts ON te sil som-

pies Sa wre COM~ud with mwauts or in sitm vane tost.

56. A asixtest 1uw~ of stmogth isc*'ese with deVM w" fama
In the fogumduan Isvestifowd. Whs WastLw xwrturiess of tbt coftom-

ties of saWN iandm testl*4 usd- Isiever, te ammerical vamis of

sbfar strenth did refet the effectIwets of the caL-Ations used.

Goee&i3. the lowest streomths wre otained Mor the 2.25-ia- * wire-

line sol sapp] . with popessively greater streaWts occurring for the

3-in-. * ire-line samles; the 3-lu.. aoe-dive pusha samples; ad~ the

3-ia. * fixed-piston sals. 72mee findings confirmed !vorslev's co-
cluicais that:- (a) saw] -ditm decreases with increasing diam-

ter of the suiper, (b) pushing a smimler causes less smWp disturbance

than hammeing a samper into the soils, ma (c) a fixed-piston mjler
caomes less disturbance than anopen-drive sampler. The unaconfinedI
cxamsom tests generally dive lower shear strengths than the a--

tame van tests. The in situ vane tests provided the highest strength

values. The choice of the samper and correct usagle of shear strengths

obtained are I-ancticies of the engineer's experience, and ay applied cor-

rection factors are based on Judgmnt.

59. A maJor problen or repeated-entry drive sampler operations
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ii the single-entry drive sampler systens. 7 he LkClelland Engineers' wire-
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to be capable or obtaining relatively undisturbed sanples, but this has
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Handling, Packaging, -and Transporting Undisturbed Sanpies]

62. Cbtaining nighi-quality u~ndisturbed samples by exacting drifl-

ing operations is not in itself adequate since the real purpcse is to

test and evaluate undisturbed sanples. Often this cannots' be done at the

drilling location, but must be accomplished at a different location at a

later tine. Therefore, it is essential that samples of cohesive soils

be removed from sampling tubes, properly packaged to prevent loss of]
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moisture and disturbance, sod carefully handled during transport to the

testing site. In the case of cohesionless saturated sands, tube samples

must be given special treatment to ensure that determinations of in situ

characteristics are not aiversely affected. The procedures given in

pargraphs -6 of the Corps of Engineers soil sampling manual 6 9 are ap-

propriate for the preservation and shipment of undisturbed samples of

marine soils. However, several considerations not comn in land prac-

tices must be taken into account in usrine samples. One is that cohe-

sive marine soils near the surface of the ocean bed are frequently much

weaker and of much lower density than soil deposits an land; therefore,

undisturbed samples of such soils mist be handled even more gently and

carefully. Secon'iy, cohesive marine soils taken fkx sites where vater

depths are great nay undergo ccesiderable expansion when brought to the

water surface because of the relief of high hydrostatic pressures. If

there are so indications of disruption of soil structure, samples nay

still be suitable for strength and consolidation tests in Lite latoratory

using back pressure, as discussed in Part III. Should severe disruption

be evident, this must be taken into consideration in evaluating the va-

lidity of test results; presently, no procedure is known in which an un-
disturbed sample can be sealed under its in situ hydrostatic regime and

tested in the laboratory in a simulated in situ environment.

Geophysical Techniques

63. Geophysical techniques are used extensively in the ocean to

provide general information about the sea floor in a given area in a

short time. Only a brief discussion is presented in the following para- I
graphs because of the vast scope covered in detail in other publica-

tions. T0 - 2 Geophysical techniques involve the detection and recording I
of the response of the sea floor and subbottom to various energy sources

or the determination of gravitational or magnetic anomalies. Geophysi-

cal response data are recorded automatically on strip charts, magnetic

tape, or punched-paper tape. Strip charts provide an immediate record

of results which can be used to modify the exploration program as it
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progresses, whereas magnetic-tape or punched-paper-tape records require

further processing before results can be evaluated.

Acoustical techniques

61. Reflection acoustical techniques are connonly used for'engi-

neering work; they involve the generation of an underwater acoustical

wave by explosives, gas guns, electrical discharges, or electromagnetic

sources and the recording of the reflection waves from the bottom and

subbottoms. Table 6 lists characteristics of a few acoustical systems.

The "Sparker" creates a compressional sound wave by an underwater dis-

charge of a high electric charge of 10,000 to 20,000 v across two elec-

trodes, providing wave penetration of 1,000 ft or more into the ocean
bottom. 74, 7 5 The "Boomer" is another means of generating acoustical

waves; through the manipulation of the electromagnetic field around two

plates, the two plates are caused to alternately attract and strike and

then repel each other. The Sparker and Boomer are used for continuous

reflection surveys since they are able to generate acoustical waves re-

peatedly in quick succession. In both systems, the sound source (com-

monly referred to as a fish) and a series of hydrophones are trailed

behind the surface vessel. The sound source could be attached to the

vessel's bottom, but the trailing method provides flexibility in moving

the equipment from vessel to vessel and permits the sound source and

hydrophoes to be spaced sufficient distances from the vessel to reduce

significantly or eliminate noise effects of the vessel from the record-

ing. The energy source to be selected would depend on the resolution

and penetration desired (see table 6 and reference 73).

65. Records are obtained of reflections of sound waves from vari-

ous soil or rock horizons in the form of automatically recorded output.

An experienced geophysicist can identify various stratigraphic layers

and the presence of rock subbottoms from such records. Correlation of

these records with available logs of borings can provide much informa-

tion on the lateral and vertical extent of specific soil horizons.

Plots of time of travel versus distance between source and detector pro-

vide information on velocities of sound in the various layers. Correla-

tions of sound velocities with soil properties have been attempted,
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I
but much refinement is needed for them to be useful to the soils '1
engineer.76-78

66. The refraction acoustical technique involves the recording of

refracted sound waves from the bottom arid subbottoms. Compared with the

reflection technique, the refraction technique requires stronger sound

sources and takes more time and the source and detectors must be spaced

further apart. However, the refraction method provides deeper subbot-

tom penetration. It is not commonly used in offshore engineering work,

but is mentioned here since the results of an old refraction survey may

provide the only existing data available in some areas.

67. Some characteristics of acoustical surveying are worth noting. I

High sonic frequencies give better resolution of the sea-bottom inter-

face, but low sonic frequencies provide better penetration.79 Acousti-

cal impedence refers to the product of the density and acoustical veloc-

ity in the layer in question. Thin layers of soils are often masked out

by stronger responses of the sandwiching layers. If a stratum has a

lower acoustical impedence than the layer above it, this stratum gener-

ally will not be detected. These undetected layers are likely layers of

soft material (low density), and thus are important in foundation engi-

neering studies. Since hydrophones are simply receivers of sound energy,

they also pick up noise and multiple reflections of bottom features,

i.e., reflections that bounce back and forth between the mirror effect

of the air-sea interface and a bottom reflector. By proper filtering,

systems have been developed to minimize the effect of multiple

.reflections.

Gravity and mag- -

netic field techniques

68. Other geophysical techniques include measurement of gravita-

tional and magnetic anomalies. The gravimeter measures variations in

acceleration due to gravity, and the magnetometer measures variations in

the magnetic field. Both local gravitational and local magnetic fields

reflect relative positions of rock in the subbottom. The gravimeter is

sensitive to the increased gravitational attraction of denser masses

along a traverse. The magnetometer is sensitive to the differing
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ampl p ertits of various rocks and their closeness to the surface.

The Inforuati obtained uing these techniques may be presented in pro-

Vile anor nip form, sho ng lines of equal anomalies or lines of true

strengths of the gmvity or munetic field. This corresponds In a sense
todeloing soil horizons In soil profiling and lines of equal eleva-

tions i toporaphe ain. It is not implied that analyses of data
fro grwty and nagpette surveys are simple; the anomalies recorded

L oare responses to three-dimensional fields, and the conversion to tvo-

dAslmesiona profiles and plans requires a good understanding of geophys-

ics &M field Tehry. The use of gravitational nd magnetic data along

with the engineer's more comor tools may prove valuable in underwater

soils engineering. Other geophysical tools, such as gama ray and elec-

trical resistivity systems, are discussed in the next -part of this report.

F69. In summary, pelfysical tools my be a helpful adjunct to any

marime soil study. The information presented in geophysical data sheets

or aps men be useful in determining lateral and verticl continuity of

L soil Atrata, the location of bedrock, and intrusions of bedrock. An-

.her consideration is the availability of ge.ophysical data in various

oceanograhic institutions. Engineers may find valuable information in

the geophysical surveys or tracks of oceanographic cruises which may

have crossed areas being investigated. These may be the only existing

sources of info*ation on the area of interest, and they may be invalu-

fible in planning further exploration work and in interpretating results

of latee exploration. The use of acoustical surveys should not be over-

lookel when sampling operations are conducted from an oceanographic

vessel, for often the equipment is easily available and can be operated

while traveling to and from the sampling site. The recording equipment

can usually run continuously, and requires only intermittent attention

to adjust the scales, change the paper from time to time, and record the

cruise track and other items of interest on the printout.
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PAR III: TESTING MARINE SOILS

70. This part of the report presents the state-of-the-art of test-

ing of marine soils. Both laboratory and in situ testing are discussed,

and the presentation is generally limited to engineering tests. Tests

are performed to obtain quantitative values which hopefully will be in-

dicative of the condition of the in situ soil. The objectives of tests

on marine soils are identical with those of tests on terrestrial soils,

viz., (a) meaningful classification of the soil being tested, (b) evalu-

ation of the consolidation characteristics of the soil, and (c) deter-

mination of the shear strength of the soil.

Labc'atory Testing

71. A detailed discussion of laboratory soil tests is covered in

soil mechanics literature and is beyond the scope of this report. This

section discusses special considerations which are being given or should

be given to testing marine sediments. The usefulness of numerical val-

ues from any test depends on how representative the test conditions were

of the in situ conditions. Changes in the soil sample from the time of

its removal from the sea floor to the time it is tested can signifi-

cantly affect test results.

72. The removal of marine soil from its natural sea floor envi-

ronment of generally cold temperatures and high hydrostatic pressures

to laboratory conditions of room temperature and atmospheric pressure

causes (a) an expansion of existing free gases, (b) the release of dis-

solved gases out of solution, and (c) the increased generation of gases

by some biota that find the changes individually favorable. The in-

creased volume of gas in the soil sample results in (a) a change in soil

structure, (b) a decrease in the degree of saturation, and (c) a de-

crease in density. These changes influence (a) stress-strain, (b) shear

strength, and (c) consolidation characteristics of the soil sample. The

expansion pressures of gases in soil have been sufficient to cause the

explosion of soil samples stored in plastic liners.
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73. Many cohesive marine soils have thixotropic and sensitive

characteristics, and many cohesionless soi.i- have low density and

loosely packed structures. Test specimens of these soils can be easily

disturbed during triming and other preparation processes. The trans-

portation of soil samples from sea floor to the testing apparatus and

the many rehandlings along the way provide other opportunities for sam-

ple disturbance.

7. Interstitial water in sea sediments generally have a salinity

of 35 parts per thousand (ppt), and the reduction of salinity by the use

of distilled water in tests may affect the liquid limit, plastic limit,

shear strength, consolidation characteristics, and sensitivity of marine

soils.

Gradation

75. Oceanographers in general have followed different procedures

from those used by engineers in determining gradation and have used dif-

ferent grain-size scales for classification. This is particularly true

in the grain-size analysis of fine-grained soils. Hydrometer analysis

is the common tool of the engineer, but geological oceanographers have80
used the pipette technique. Engineers use about 50 grams of fine-

grained soil for the hydrometer analysis, but oceanographers use only

about 25 grams of soil for analyses of both coarse- and fine-grained

soils. Both disciplines use sieve analysis for grading the sand-size

particles, but sometimes oceanographers also employ the rapid sediment

analyzer (RSA). Fig. 24 shows the RSA facility at the U. S. Coastal En-

gineering Research Center (CERC). This unit has been adapted for direct

punching of computer data cards as the sediment falls through the meter-

ing column. The RSA at CERC analyzes an 8- to 10-gram sample.59

76. Presentation of results also differs for the two disciplines.

The soils engineer refers to percent paising a certain sieve size or

precent finer than a given grain diameter. The oceanographer refers to

various phi sizes, the median phi size, and uses a statist-ical approach

to describe the gradation curve, i.e., phi skewness, phi kurtosis, phi

deviation, etc. Krumbein defined a phi unit as the negative logarithm

to the base two of the particle diameter in millimeters:
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S= -Io2 (D in illi.eters)

This notation works well with the Wentworth classificLiori of zoils,

which is corm.lonly used in ocean work, since she boundwy oetween various

Wentworth sizes may be expressed as whole phi units. 8 Table 7 relates

the Wentworth scale to phi units, grain-size diameters, zieve sizes, and

the Unified Soil Classification Syste (UOOS) .82 Table 8 lists in de-

tail various USCS soil groups and their identifying characteristics.

Plasticity

77. Atterberg limits for marine and on-shore ';rils are determined
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by the sm procedures. The pla. tic limit (PL) =-d liquid limit (LL) or

a soil identify the specific WCS soil zroup to which a fine-grained

soil belongs. Tables 8 and 9 delineate the various soil groups accord-

ing to their PL and LT values. Reference 82 gives a full description of

the use of the tables. The effect of using distilled water in such de-

teruinations on marine soils my be worth further investigation. Some

investigations of the effect of leaching on the liquid limit have shown

that the liquid limit remains unaffected by ch.vges in the salinity of

the interstitial water until the salinity falls below 15 ppt, after

which the liquid liit decreases at an increasing rate with decreasing

salinity. The plastic limit was found to be unaffected by variations in

salinity. Because of the effect on liquid limt values, both the li-

quidity index and activity values are affected by the reduction of salin-

it.. 8 3 - 8 5 Nixing distilled water with a marine soil does not cause

le.--hing action but does reduce the salinity of the pore water.

Specific gravity, water

content, and unit weights

78. Determinations of the specific gravity of solids, water =on-

tent, and unit weight are generally made in the conventional manner used

by soils engineers. Corrections for the salt content of the pore water

are not usually made. Thus, the dry weight includes both the weight of

the soil solids and that of the salts normally in solution in the pore

water., For this reason, the water content of the soil may be a little

lower and the specific gravity of solids and the dry unit weight may be

a little higher than if corrections for salinity had been made. For

example, uncorrected results of tests on a marine soil having a true

specific gravity of solids of 2.70, a dry density of 60 pcf, and a

water content of 68.5 percent would show values of 2.71, 61.4 pcf, and

64.7 percent, respectively, indicating that the differences are of no

practical significance.

Consolidation

79. Consolidation tests on marine sediments can be performed in

the conventional manner. However, consideration should be given to the

use of back pressure to dissolve the gases which came out of solution
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dume 'to the cbmw In miest pressure that occurred ubme the s~mpl wa

tLrefrte from the sea botto to the sea surf~e. In this cm, a

closed-syste coinsolidationagqpdratu Is weede . 7he use of ssxkt wamter

obtained fr the sm3 area or prepared in the laboratory would mini-

Aize Camges in salinity or the part water, Wduds otherwise mat~t affect

the consolidation results.

Shear strength

80. The laboratory ve shear test is a ecmuaas .2or detemin-

iug the shear strength of maine soils. This test provides a convenient

and quick way of testing soil sauplez while they ame still in their

liners or sanpling tubes.- It is isportant that the vae dinsa iosz be

sufficiently snaller than the inside diameter or the liner or tube to

reduce sidewall effects.

8.1. Hiroaak&3 3 of the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (UC!L)

applied a stepwise regression analysis to laboratory test data and de-

veloped -linear equations relating (a) vane s3'.ear strength to depth below

surface, liquid linit, and nedian grain diwamter, and (b) bulk wet den-

sity to vane shear strength and sensitivity (SU). The laboratory data

were derived froa tests performed on eight sediment cores taken in water

depths of from 2300 to 2500 ft near San Niguel Island, California, with

NICEL's gravity-type Eving corer (see table W. 7 he soils were sands,
clayey sands, and silty sands. (Wiith ths oil typz the ldityo

the use of IT. and SH becomes suspect.)

82. In performing vane tests, !NC:-L sample cores are sectioned

into 3-in.-long interval-c by cutting the plastic liner with the aid of

a wire loop attached to a soldering gun. The loop essentially melts the

circumference of the -liner. A thin-wire saiw slices the soil ad co--

pletes the sectioning. 86This eliminates the possibility of sample dis-

turbance which might be caused by abrasive saving of the plastic liner

or attempting to extrude the soil froci the liner. The vane shnear test

is then performed on these 3-in.-long sections. Instead of rotating the

vane, which is the conventional method of performing vane shear tests,

the NCEL vane shear machine (fig. 25) rotates the soil sample by rotat-

ing the pedestal upon which the 3-in. section of the core has been
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way. 'The core -:s han entrudacut cot' ;;-a ue mr an! y e-aciz the

The c-xtxuied zoii is cut c&V1 an =adi for other tests. The ,-f:e -1 r-

inuerted into the core z-mple, wand the o:-eratirn iz re:,eated. 7he e-

trusion operation undoulotedly disturbs the core.*

8-14. 0bviously, many arr~ingements other th-i the two dizcuzzed
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platens of the test machine. Like the vane shear test, this is an

unconsolidateL-undrained test and is appropriate when this test condi-

tion corresponds to the loading condition in thie field. It has been a
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-oms Fmactict or Rstebes is the field or msInt sails to c -e
resits --r both iabotouy an !a situ ame tests with results of incin-

iMed c a" vion tests. U ah P, ~es. d e to r- t Is taimed,
%at, I , - ot sule distubme or variatims In sail, tye betweem cr-

xwsPooift snoles M"d In tht tw tests, large r -.eIcies CNoccur.
$#- 7*1izia me direct sb"r tests " ve also bola mad to dtler-

aim the shear strength or meftise soils-. Tbfte offer am adwavtao ovir

labaratouy vast sbear *ad awcomlmed Cogtssim tests because la*-

toy test conditions ca be adjusted to agpxsecb in situ conitios

thrw# coutral or the couming pressw* ad drainage during testing.

The direct sher test, whaich is ww -d to determine shear strength of
soils mder drained coditions, has the same dramck as the vwae test

In forcing a failure along a predeteauiued planet. Triazial ukd direct

shear tests are sore expensive to conuct than the vane shea- or uncon-

fined compession tests, and ame justified only when blot-qjuality =ia-

disturbed soil %apples are available. Because of this,* along with the
relative eas and speed with uhici: vane shear tests end unconfined can-

pression tests can be performed, triaxisi. and direct shear tests have

beninfrequently ccad~ated on marine soil sw~p1.s from deep waters.

88. In some triaxial tests, distifled water is used in applyingJ

back pressure to the specimuen to obtain 100 percent saturation or the

soil by forcing into solution gases that are trapped within the soil.

7o avoid leaching, it nay be preferable to use salt water taken froti the
vicinity of the sample location or prepared in the laboratory. Many re-

searchers have noted the effects of leaching on the shear strength andI
sensitivity of clays.

89. Another problem which can occur is leakage or chamber water

into the soil sample due to the osmotic flow of water through the test

membrane. Such flow would make it impossible to perform any long-
duration tests at a constant water content. 48,92 The pore pressureI
would be affected in direct relation to the osmotic pressure. The use

of salt water of the same salinity as the interstitial water in the soil

sample in the triaxial chamber would eliminate both of these effects.
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Other i~boatory tests

90. Thriee aaditioaml laratory tests have prom Mem~l: (a)

x-xmy difrractiom, (b Vmm-rW nsitoater, md (a) x-r"1ogap.

7e ditrzetion test is umed to imstiry the minerai cosition of the

sedimsmt, amd erally inwIuls pulverizing a soon sale of soil.

Tt* otber two awe nestructiv tests md com be performed on a sample

that is still encosed in its liner. The pn-ray desitometer mea-

is the density of the soil sample. One pma-raW densitometer system

ues cesium 3 as its radioactive source and the trasmission mettod or

Measuring gmm rev density at the detector (figs- 26 sld 27). 9 3 ,9

The sketch in fig. 2T sbows that the core sits cn a cradle betwee the

soure and detector. e m r are tranmAited through the core

and excite the detector. The detector is virea to an electronic cir-

cuitry which permits the output to be recorded on a strip dhart.

91. The x-radiogralfy technique takes x-ra pictures of the fUU

section of the smple *hle it is still in the core tube. This permits

the detection of 3my disturbed portios or weak zones of the sample,

e.g., cracking, large voids, intrusions, and edge bending along the

length of the sample, giving the engineer guidance in selecting speci-

mens for shear strength, consistency, and/or other tests. (Core short-

ening can cause a definite change in density, but x-radicgra.hy will not

necessarily pick this up.)

A92. The significant factors to consider in laboratory testing of

narine soils are the changes to which the samples have been subjected

prior to testing. In performing any tests, consideration should be

given to the maintenance or the salinity of the interstitial waters and

to the duplication of in situ pressure and temperature. Current state-

of-the-art takes a qualitative look at influences on test results due to

changes of ambient conditions. Attempts to obtain quantitative values

for the effects of changes from in situ to laboratory ambient conditions

have not been totally fruitful. This is due in part to the current in-

ability to successfully duplicate in situ environments in the laboratory.

In addition, techniques for field determination of in situ properties
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for comparison purposes have not been

perfected.

In Situ Testing

93. In situ testing involves

the placement of a testing device on

the sea floor, aDlying known test con-

ditions, detecting the response of the

-soil, and recording both the test con-

ditions and the soil response. The in-

_ tent of in situ testing is to assess

the properties of soils in their nat-

ural environment. By so doing, the

Sp--z roblems of sample disturbance associ-

ated with sanpling and laboratory test-

ing are bypassed. Results of in situ

tests are also used for correlation

with results from laboratory tests.

The correlations obtained provide the

engineer with a better understanding

of the relationship of laboratory test

results to the field conditions.

Test device systems

94. A variety of systems is

used to house the test instruments.

Some instruments, e.g., accelerometers,

are attached to corers. For those

(From isotopes and Radiation Technology, tests requiring only a quick penetra-
Vol 6, No. 4, Sueiniter 1969/ tion into and withdrawal from the sea

Fig. 28. Backscatter single-
barrel y-ray density probe floor, a probe-type system tethered to

(from reference 96) a surface vessel and operated in a

manner similar to that used in sampling is sufficient. The backscatter

gamma-ray density, electrical resistivity, and pore pressure probes use

such systems (figs. 28 and 29).61,95-97 For those tests requiring
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Fig. 29. Piezometer equipment
designed to measure differen-
tial pore pressures. The
instrumentation is housed in
the tip of the probe. About
0.5 ton of lead weights is

located above the piezometer
(from reference 61)

(Courtesy of Norwegian Georechnical
Institute, Oslo, Norway)

observations of reactions to applied forces or sustained loadings, sys-
tems that can rest on the bottom facilitate the testing. These include

the bottom-rest systems of Richards and Nacci which were discussed in

paragraphs 43 and 44. Richards' system is capable of performing either

vane shear tests or density tests by the gamma-ray transmission method

(fig. 30) at desired vertical increments to a depth of 9 ft. This sys-

tem is currently being modified to make tests down to 15 ft below the

bottom. As noted earlier, these tests cannot be performed concurrently;

the system must be raised and the test devices interchanged.

95. Nacci's system has acoustical probes for measuring in situ
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3. sound velocities, ard the probes

are incrementally driven into the

sea 11oor to a depth of- 5 ft.
Si'iltaneously, thermistors can be

driven into the soil to obtain ter-

pierature readings at depth. Ex-

panded capabilities ,/or the system

will provide 30-ft penetrations

and will incorporate systews to

Sa s-ure electroresistivity, shear

- wave characteristics, gamna-ray
62

density, and soil shear streIgth.

96. The U. S. !Naval Civil

Engineering Laboratory (IiCEL) has

a nu:..ber of different in situ sys-

ters. 9 8 One of NCEL's earlier

items was -an in situ plate-bearing

device for sti.dving short-tem

behavior of foundation-type foot-

jCorof.*'n;wckau Gof,cd,,il ings (g. 31)-99 '100 It has a
I,,gi,,g. (.. X'w,.J tripodal arrangement with large

Fiz- 3L. transmission
equir=-nt. The double-pronred probe bearing pads on the ends of the
Contains a 137 Cs source in one part legs for support. The framework
_nd a -- ciItillation detector in the

uther nu-t. The equipment on the supports a movable weight whose
Miatforn above the probe includes a movement is controlled by three
ztor ge battery (prou:cted against
.":.-hostatic pressure), a DC to AC closed-circuit, pressure-equalized

xnverter, a relay-switching command hydrailic cylinders.
-odule, ; nd a container of elec-
tronic equin-ent (frot reference 61) 97. lICE[I also ha.s the Deep

Ocean Test Instrument Placement

. Od 0bservation Syste (DO.I.O0) (fig. 32) designed for a 6000-ft. water

depth. .This system has already successfully completed intermediate

roof tests at 1200-ft depths. This is a highly sophisticated multipur-

POse system which contains a closed-circuit television, a movie camera,

and unde.-rater lighting. Ten kilowatts of electrical power are
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now

(Courit'sY of V' . Naral Ordl 1p'im1,ceri,i. Clotnnaod.
I'ori Huieneme,. Califoirnia)

Fit;. 31. I!C!IJ in oitu ,)late-b~arin- device (from reference 99)
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available at the platform to drive accessories, e.g., a vane shear

device, a static cone penetrometer, or a sediment corer. Depth or pene-
98

tration achievable is 10 ft.

98. The DOTIPOS is also used for deploying other instrument pack-

ages on the sea floor. One such package is the Long-Tern Ocean Bottom

Settlement Test for Engineering ezearch (LOBSTER) (fig. 33) vhich is a
1 -ft-diam footing used to study long-term behavior of footing-type foun-

dations. It is designed for deployment dovn to depthns of 6O0 ft for

durations of up to 400 days. The LOBSTER applies a str-cs of 100 psf

to the sea floor. Proof tests in shallow w-ater (depths to 120 1t) have

been successful The LOBSTER obtains data regularly on both total and
differen-tial settlement.

TINGER/TRANSPONDER

ATTITUDE SENSOR SURFACE ACTUATED

DIGITAL TAPE RECORDERS RADIO BEACON

DATA ACOUSTIC COMMAND
CONDITIONING RCEIVEREQUIPMENT / RCIE

XENON FLASHER

SENSOR RELEASE COMMAND

DECODER

SRELES TIMER

RECOVERY • •--FOOTING

FLOATATION COLLAR

~- ISOLATING TUBE AND
REFERENCE PROBE

(From, Occai tius trV. 11I 5. Xo. 5.J.1ay 1970)

Fig. 33. LOBSTER designed to study long-term footing foundation
behavior at shallow-water or deep ocean and undersea construction

sites (from reference 98)
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99. It should be noted here that MCELI's efforts are directed to-

yard achieving operational capabilities at a 6000-ft water depth. Proof

testing or aln equipment is conducted at various staging depths from
shallow water to increasingly deeper waters.

100. Systems other than those described herein can also be used

ror obtaining in situ information on marine sedinents. The U. S. Nlaval

Undersea Research and Development Center has successfully neasured acous-
tical. properties of' sea floor surface materials with the aid or the West-

inghouse Deepstar 4.000 submersible, using instrament packages mounted on

a frame protruding from its bow end (fig. 31.). Bottom crawlers and ro-
posbliis101a

bot systems are other suggested posblte. Testing from the se-

surface with a fixed or
anhrd base is al so

102
used. T is may be by
neans of oil company jack-

uD or fi:xed. niatforms when

Ythey are conveniently on4 loction. 4  Inshallow

waters, divers may be used

tto nerforn some of the in

-situ t-.estins.

101. Data acquisi-

tion, transmission, re-

cording, storage, etc.,

c omponents of in situ

testing systems are either

completely aboard the sur-
(ourgesi of Naral Undersea Research and Dereloipment f'ace vessels, entirely

ceiiger. San Diego. California)

Fig. 34. The research submersible DEEPSTAR contained in the bottom
on the afterdeck of R/V SEARCHTIDE during structure, or combinations
preparations for a dive. The compressional ofte.Pwrsucs
velocity-attenuation probes are attached to ofte.Pwrsucs
a "brow" on the front end of the vehicle. (motors and batteries)
At the lower center of the figure, a clear, are generally pressure-
platic-tube corer is in the retracted posi- copnaeegmtr

tion (from reference 11)copnaeegmtr
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are Immersed in oil in housings vith a Plexiglas or other flexible
closure that permits equalization of internal pressures with external

ambient pressures. Amy electronic circuitry at the bottom is usually

pressure-protected, e.g., relay system are placed in housings designed|

sufficiently strong and tight to vithstand external pressures at design,{

depths,-i

IG2. Direct transmission of all data acquisition to the command

vessel has the advantage that the test can be monitored while in prog-

ress and remedial action taken as needed. Richards and Nacci's systems

use this mode of transmission. The disadvantage is that electrical

cable from the vessel to the bottom is needed. Accumulation of data at

the bottom may be accomplished by a variety of storage systems (e.g.,

magnetic tape), and has the advantage that no connection to the vessel

is necessary except the tether line needed for lowering and raising the

instrument package. Even this can be eliminated for long-term tests.

For example, the LOBSTER is completely self-sufficient, data being re-

corded on magnetic tape at the rate of once every 5 sec to seven times

per hour, with a data storage capacity of 400 days on the sea floor. A

disadvantage of the totally independent system is that malfunctions may

not be detected until the instrument package has been retrieved. Start

and stop commands can be initiated by transmission via a cable, by re-

mote control, by a timer setup, or by contact switches.

103. Direct data transmissions to the command vessel can be

stored on magnetic tape for later detailed review and concurrently dis-

played on continuous-strip charts, X-Y recorders, oscillographs, and

other observational aids. Alternatively, to cut down on the number of

receiving channels on the vessel, storage can be accomplished on the

bottom platform, while just sufficient channels to the vessel are oper-

ated to permit monitoring of the bottom activities.

104. In conclusion, all modes of data acquisition are used. The

choice of combinations depends on duration time of the instrument's stay

on the bottom, depth of water and line lengths, subsequent use of accum-

ulated data, and economics of the system.
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Plate bearing

105. The plate-bearing test is used to determine emirically the

bearing capacity or a soil as related to size and shape or the bearing

surface and the loads applied to the bearing plate. On-shore procedures

are generally load-control tests in which increments or load are added

after deformations under previous increments have occurred. Iretschmer

and Le0O considered it easier in a sea floor operation to preset the

settlement rate and record the loading necessary to cause this settle-

ment rate than to preset the load and record the settlement. The

MCEL plate-bearing system operates in this manner. Fig. 35a shows a

schematic of the ICE- system. The vertical movement of the weight

hoWer and, therefore, the movement of the bearing plate are controlled

by the flow of hydraulic fluid in the three hydrtlic cylinders that

support the weight holder. A schematic of the control system for one of

the cylinders is shown in fig. 35b. On the downstroke of the piston,

fluid flows from the underside to the topside of the piston through a

micrometer-head needle valve and a diaphragmed fluid reservoir. The

needle valve is preset at the surface for a particular flow rate, and

thus controls the settlement rate of the weight holder and the bearing

plate. The diaphragmed fluid reservoir, a pressure-compensating housing

with a flexible membrane wall, compensates for and nullifies the effect

of the large external pressures. On the upstroke of the piston to with-

draw the bearing plate from the soil after each test, the fluid flows

from the topside to the underside of the piston through the diaphragned

reservoir and the bypass check valve. The settlement potentiometer re-

cords the actual settlement, and the load transducer records the actual

load required to push the bearing plate into the sea floor at the preset

settlement rate. Load and settlement of the bearing plate and the ver-

tical orientation of the device are transmitted acoustically to a hy-

drophone on the support ship. Plates ranging in size up to 1.5 ft in

diameter can be loaded up to 6000 lb.

Field vane shear

106. The discussion of laboratory vane shear testing in para-

graph 85 is pertinent to in situ vane shear testing. A characteristic
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BEARINGPLATE OAD TRANSDUCER]

.IN SITU PLATE-BEARING DEVICE

L-WEIGHT HOLDER

-PISTON ROD -

L J.. MICROMETER-HA DIAPHRAGM4ED
-- NEEDLE VALVE FLUID RESERVOIR

PIS TON--

4

-BYPASS CHECK VALVE

b. DETAIL A - DISPLACEMENT CONTROL SYSTEM

(Courtesy of American Society of Civil Engineersi

Fig. 35. NOEL plate-bearing and displacement control systems I
(f~rom reference 100)



problem of field vane tests is accounting for the rod resistance during

a test. Torque is @enerally measured at the top of the rod and thus

includes soil resistance to rotation of the rod as veil as that of thc

vane. This becomes more significant as the length of rod increases. 1 0 2

To minimize this, Richards' system alloys an initial 50-deg rotation of

the vane rod, independently of the vane, to permit caibration of rod

resistance and eliminate it frcm the shear strength calculation. 6 1 Care

mist be taken to ensure that the soil in the test zone is not disturbed

during the advance of the vane shear device.

Dutch friction cone penetrometer

10T. The Dutch friction cone penetrometer (fig. 36) is not often

used in the U. S. but is in Europe. McClelland Engineers personnel

A Moinl

iii

Cofeandack . th
ao&&r"~ W beming *

capacsty'l ftrico_

a. Positions of penetrom- b. Action of the friction
eter: (a) cone and fric- cone (from reference 104)
tion sleeve retracted; (b)
cone in extended position;
(c) cone and friction
sleeve both advanced (from

reference 103)

(Courtesy of American Society of Civil Engineers)

Fig. 36. Dutch friction cone penetrometer
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have indicated that they were impressed vith its per-

formance in the North Sea area. The cone penetrometer f
has been used on shore in the Netherlands for approxi-

mately 30 years and appears to be veil-suited for pile
105,106 ecfoundation investigations. The Dutch device

measures the load required to push (at a predetermined

penetration rate) (a) a cone-tipped probe into the soil,

and (b) the cone plus a cylindrical sleeve. The load

using the cone and sleeve is indicative of end bearing

and skin friction. The difference in the tWo values is

a measure of the frictional resistance of the soil.

108. WES has developed a cone penetrometer for de-

termining the trafficability characteristics of surface J

soils (fig. 3T). The WES cone penetrometer measures

only the force required to push a cone-shaped probe into

the soil; no friction sleeve is involved, but the shaft

is smaller in diameter than the top of the cone to re-

duce the effects of friction during the test. In a WES

study of sea floor trafficability,I 01 Wiendieck con-

cluded that the WES penetrometer would need to be modi-

fied for marine tests because of the very low strength

of many sea floor soils. He further concluded that

there iz a need for a free-falling or driven instru-

mented sea floor-probing device (penetrometer) for the

rational evaluation of large sea floor regions. A831

Accelerometer Fig. 37.

109. Accelerometers for measuring acceleration or Standard

deceleration of an object falling through the water and WES hand-
operated

then penetrating into the sea floor have been used ex- cone pene-

perimentally on the ocean floor.1 The accelerom- trometer

eter might be attached to a sampling device or other penetration device.

When used with a corer, the record obtained could also indicate whether

the corer has malfunctioned. For example, the record could indicate if

the corer entered at an angle and only partially penetrated the sea
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floor. By successive integration of the acceleration-time curve, a

shear resistance versus depth curve can be plotted and evaluated. Con-

sideration must be given to (a) the effect of cable motions due to

stretching caused by the weight of the corer, (b) cable oscillation upon

release of the corer for free-fall, and (c) proper inclusion of items a

and b in force-displacement equations. The accelerometer appears to be

potentially useful with any free-fall sampling arrangement. The infor-

mation derived from the accelerometer may give a measure of the in situ

strength of the soil.

Devices for determin-
ing porosity and density

-10. The ability of a soil to reflect or transmit gamma rays,

electric currents, or acoustic waves depends in part on the density of

the soil. Related properties of porosity and void ratio have been cor-

related with gamma-ray and acoustic wave reflections or transmissions.

Gamma-ray detection can be accomplished either by the backscatter (re-

flection) or transmission method.1 0 9 The backscatter systrm counts the

intensity of rebounding radioactivity as sensed by a detector on the

same plane as the source at 90 deg from the source beam. The direct

transmission system counts the intensity of radioactivity a set distance

directly in front of and in line with the source beam from the radioac-

tive source. The single probe units of the Coastal Engineering Research

Center (formerly Beach Erosion Board) and the one shown in fig. 28 oper-

ate on the backscatter principle. 96 '100 The transmission unit uses dual

probes, one source and one detector (see fig. 30).

111. The in situ measurement of velocity of propagation of sound,

either compressional or shear wave, is accomplished with multiprobe ar-

rangements. Fig. 18 shows the DOSP with the sound source and three de-

tectors. The separations between source and detectors are 4 ft on the

sides and 6 ft on the diagonal.

112. The U. S. Naval Undersea Research and Development Center has

used a three-probe (one sound source probe and two hydrophone probes)

acoustical device attached to the front of the submersible Deepstar 4000.

A schematic of the components involved is shown in fig. 38. The three
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DEEPSTAN 4000

SEA,.OOR VELOC ATTuT"°" P

I.IT 
UANATTP0IUATO5

I °'"I

FESOURCE NAR YDROPHONE FAR HYDROPHON

CO RER M.P... -, im.

(Courtesy of Narl Udersea Research and Derelopment Center, San Diego. California)

Fig. 38. Components in the compressional velocity-attenuation
probe equipment, and placement of probes in the sea floor by

DEESTAR (from reference 17')

probes attached to a rigid frame, are spaced 1 m apart, and can pene-

trate to a depth of 1 m. Core tubes can be attached to both ends of

the rigid frame to permit simultaneous soil sampling and acousti-

cal velocity attenuation tests. The block diagrams in fig. 38 repre-

sent the electronic components required for the firing of the sound

Source and the amplification and recording of the sound transmitted

through the Soil and detected by the hydrophones. This system can

measure sound attenuation of three different frequencies (3.5, 7, and

14 kHz) without removing the probes from the sea floor to change fre-

quencies of the source, thus ensuring that all measurements were made

in the same soil.1 7

113. In situ tests alone cannot adequately meet the soils
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~engineer's need for knowledge of sea floor characteristics. Some in

situ tests are expensive, lack flexibility, and yield results which are

often difficult to analyze. 1 0 0 A comprehensive exploration program

should include both in situ and laboratory testing.

A
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PART IV: PROPERTIES OF MARINE SOILS

114. Because of the dearth of soils data on continental shelf soils

and because of the uncertainty as to the validity of data on "undisturbed"

soils owing to lack of sufficient detail on sampling tools and procedures

and test methods employed, only a broad view of the characteristics of

continental shelf soils can be presented.

Off California Coast

115. While much data on engineering properties of soils undoubtedly

have been obtained in connection with offshore petroleum drilling opera-
tions, they have not been published in the literature, and may not be pub-
licized for some time in the future for proprietary reasons. Consequently,

the only data available are those obtained by the Naval Civil Engineering
Laboratory and by others in oceanographic studies, and these data pertain
to samples from less than 5 feet below the ocean bed. Table 10 shows the

locations from which samples were taken in various investigations and in-

dicates the types of tests performed. The soils sampled were largely

silts. No test values are presented in table 10 for various reasons. in

some cases, reported values for various parameters were inconsistent with

each other; in other cases, the tests performed were inappropriate for the

type of material being tested. In general, there was a lack of details on

which to judge the quality of "undisturbed" samples tested and a lack of

details on the test procedures used.

116. The U. S. Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory performed in situ

plate-bearing tests at sites west of Ventura and Port Hueneme,

Calif.99'100'111  The in situ plate-bearing device and its operation are

discussed in paragraphs 96 and 97. The nine bearing plates used included

five circular plates of different diameters and four square plates of dif-

ferent sizes; settlement rates ranged from 0.005 to 0.1 in./sec. Test

results indicated that (a) neither plate shape (circular or square) nor

settlement rates significantly influenced the bearing pressure-settlement

curves for soils at either site, and (b) a settlement increase occurred

with increased plate size under the same pressures at the site west of

Ventura (fig. 39), but plate size had no significant effect on bearing

71
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(fig. 40). Kretschmer and Lee suggested that the difference in the influ-

ences or plate size on bearing pressures at the tvo sites nay be attrib-

uted to the differences in the moils at the tvo sites. A conpTarison of

the soil properties for the top 1.5 ft of soil at each site, given in

table 11, indicates that this sunestion is reasonable. The soils from

vest of Fort Hueneme have w.ch higher (a) percint of p - icles finer than

about nicrons, (b) liq-uid limits, () plasticity inde,,,-, and (d) eater

contents thn the soilz from vest of Ventura.

Gulf of -Mexico

117. Bcw of oil conpay activities in Use Gulf of Mexico

cmtinemta3, shelf of the U . c-er the pas~t two =4~ a h f &ecaez,IkI
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more is known about this area than any other U. S. shelf zone. Much of

this knowledge is proprietary and hence unavailable for public release. j
In addition, the information released into the literature is often &ive T

or more years old before the owners allow publication of the findings.

118. In the western Gulf of exico off Nexico and Texas,

montorilonite-rich silty clays predominate with median grain diameters

between 2 and 4 microns (8 and 10 phi). 3  Laboratory vane shear
strengths determined on specimens obtained with piston samplers using a

motorized vane shear device operated at a constant rotation of

C leg/sec ranged from 0.009 to 0.175 tsf for core depths of 0 to about

2o it. One strength profile for soils from off the Texas coast showed

shear strengths ranging from 18 to 170 psf, increasing nonuniforaly from

the mudline to 18 ft below and indicating the sediments to be very soft.

Using an Anteus back-pressure consolidometer with back pressure equal to

the in situ hydrostatic pressure, Bryant, Cernock, and Horelock found

that the sediments on this shelf were generally slightly overconsoli-

dated. Ver low-strength, overconsolidated, marine soils are not un-

comMon (unlike overconsolidated terrestrial soils, which usually exhibit

high shear strengths because of much greater magnitude of preconsoli-

dation pressures).

119. Clay is the predominate soil type on the continental shelf

off the Louisiana coast due to its predominance in sediment transport

by the Mississippi River.U5 "11 6 The mineral composition of these

clays, in order of decreasing abundance, is montmorillonite, illite,

and quartz. 1 1 7 ifatural moisture contents of the deposits generally

lie between the liquid limit and plasticity limit except locally in

some of the clays in the vicinity of the mudline where the natural mois-

ture content exceeds the liquid liAt.9 1 , 1 0 2. 11 7 A shear strength pro-

file for an area offshore of and parallel to the Louisiana Coast is

shown in fig. 41, with lines of equal shear strength. The locaticns of

the 15 holes from which the profile was extrapojated are shown in the

map of the area in fig. h2. Fig. h3 shows the plasticity ch2r for the

soils from four of these boreholes and from 7enske's data, 2al to be

dis..usse. n nce det-ail in the
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120. In 1955, in situ vane tests were performed 15 miles off the

Louisina coast in 66 ft of water to a depth of 175 ft below the sea

floor at the location shown in fig. 42.102 Undisturbed 3-in. Shelby

tube samples were taken in a boring 9 ft from the vane test site to a

depth of 254 ft below the sea floor to determine soil conditions. A

laboratory vane shear test was performed as soon as each sample was re-

covered before its removal from the sampler. Laboratory shear strengths

were determined on undisturbed and remolded specimens by unconfined com-

pression and consolidated-undrained triaxial testing. Fig. 44 shows the

20 - water

f I tMoisture Content, Per Cent

60 MIludine at GC 0 25 50- 75 100 125

Soft grey clay with iitbedd -- ---
shell and wod fragoments. ; .... -

so 6 -no she,,by " -- --- -

-firm by OW--
... Grey fine sand ;

00 - -3" oo!.." N

10 - clay set 103 to 7oy -

- clay seain, at . . .astic Omit LU id Limt

Tw 120 } -black and o~ly1Z1.5!to012f
.. ica.clay c.,sandstone at I2-

', Form grey cloy with silt and
sankd packts.

140 -- r. . -

a -stiff by 7$ ----- -..-

- S -

200 - -stiff dark gray clay with ----- .TI j
fewer silt pccket at 200!

220 D z ense raot!nR sand with- J
Stiff dark gray clay with ----- -
Silt partingS

240 - with less silt 0-d with

sOell at 240

(Courtesy of Amcricn Socie "

forTesting and.1Mat rials)

Fig. 44. Soil conditions at Fenske's deep vane J
test site (from reference 102)
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boring log and identification test results. The water content of these

soils generally decreases with depth and lies between the plastic limit

and the liquid limit.

121. In situ vane shear tests were performed using a 3-in.-diam

by 6-in.-long (H/D ratio of 2) four-bladed vane rotated at a rate of

0.2 deg/sec. In situ vane test strengths were compared with strengths

obtained from (a) laboratory vane (0.685-in.-long by 0.760-in.-diam)

tests performed on the Shelby tube samples, (b) unconfined compression

tests, and (c) consolidated-undrained triaxial tests in which the con-

fining pressure was equal to the computed effective overburden pressure

at the depth from which each sample was taken. Tests on both undis-

turbed and remolded material were performed. Fig. 45a shows the test

results. Very shallow soils at this location are indicated to be sub-

stantially stronger than those off the coast of southern California.

Strengths also tend to increase with depth.

122. Fig. 45b compares the maximum field vane results with the

undisturbed consolidated-undrained triaxial, maximum miniat.ure vane, and

undisturbed unconfined test results. According to Taylor, 1 1 9 strengths

determined using consolidated-undrained triaxial compression tests

should approximate in situ strengths more closely than those obtained

using other types of tests. The undisturbed consolidated-undrained tri-

axial test results closely approximated the in situ maximum field vane

test results. Relative strengths (in descending order) obtained using

the various test procedures were (a) those obtained using maximum field

vane (peak) tests, (b) those obtained using undisturbed consolidated-

undrained triaxial compression tests, (c) those obtained using maximum

laboratory vane (peak) tests, and (d) those obtained using undisturbed

unconfined compression tests.

123. The sensitivity ratio was about 2.5 based on the field vane

test results and slightly less than 2.5 based on the unconfined compres-

sion test results, indicating that the clays at this site are relatively

insensitive.

124. Unconfined compressive strengths, qu , ranged from about

0.5 tsf at the mudline to a maximum of about 1.3 tsf at a depth of
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175 ft; thus, the soils vary in consistency from soft at the mudline to

stiff at depth.

125. The eustatic rise and fall of sea level and its association

with the discharge of the Mississippi River during the late Quaternary

has controlled the depositional and erosional processes off the coast of

Louisiana. This has affected the engineering properties and produced

recognizable patterns in the sediments which can be used to predict
117local foundation conditions. The effects of geologic processes on

the strength characteristics of sediments are shown in fig. 46.
Fig. 4 6 a is an idealized shear strength-depth relation for a normally

consolidated clay deposit, i.e., one in which the rates of deposition

and consolidation have been sufficiently compatible that the soil at all

depths has fully adjusted to the pressure of the overlying soil, and in

which the deposit has no previous history of having been subjected to

greater overburden or consolidation stresses than currently exist. The

strength at zero depth is cohesion due to molecular interaction between

solid particles at their points of contact; for clays, minimum cohesion

is 0.05 tsf.120 Figs. 46b, c, and d show the effects of weathering,

erosion, and rapid deposition, respectively, on shear strength of a

clay deposit. The strength-depth relations in figs. 4 6c and d will, of

course, change with time.

126. The ratio of shear strength (cohesion, c) to effective

overburden pressure, p , (termed c/p ratio) is frequently used to de-

fine the variations of strength of a saturated clay deposit with depth.

Terzaghi has noted that this ratio i independent of depth for a nor-

maliy consolidated clay.i 2 0 Both Skempton and Bjerrum have plotted,

for normally consolidated clays, (see fig. 47) the c/p ratio versus

the plasticity index, PI (which in turn reflects the type and quantity

of clay particles in the deposit). 85,88,121 Bjerrum fitted a curve to

his data, and Skempton fitted a straight line to his. In a qualitative

sense, points plotted considerably above these lines indicate overcon-

solidated clays, and those plotted considerably below indicate under-

consolidated clays.
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a. Typical strength profile b. Strength profile a. mod-
for normally consolidated ified by desiccation and hard-

clay eningf j ediment elevated
above water table

SHAIGSTRENGTH. .o..SHEARING STRENGTH

ZONE OF :OEOF

EROSION oRAPID DEPOSITION

c. S3trength profile a. mod- d. Strength profile a. mod-
ified by erosion of softer ified by rapid-deposition of

surface sediment new sediment

(Couricsj' of The Gcological Sociay of Aierica)

Fig. 4*6. Typical strength profiles for clay deposits, illus-
trating the effects of geologic processes (from reference 117)
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0BORING 6. FIG. 46)

A CL 0-4orEUGENE ISLAND BLOCK I18

r _ _ _ _._ ._ _ _ I4-' . I

I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9(BORING9.FG49

I .h o .1!
IL NORWEGIAN CLAYS i

Id

a CLAYS FROM OTHER COUNTRIES

0 10 20 30 - 40 0 60 70
PLASTICITY INDEX a

(Courtesy of The Geological Society of America) "

Fig. 47. Rate of change in clay strength with increasing over- o
burden pressure data from Eugene Island area Block 188 boring -
compared with compilation by Bjerrum (reference 85) and Skempton

(reference 121) (from references 117 and 121)

127. Figs. 48-51 show four boring logs with their respective

properties -;hich are indicative of the range of conditions encounteredj

off the coast of, Louisiana. Boring locations are shown in fig. 42.

Fig. 43 also presents data from these four borings. Boring 6 (fig. 48)

was made at a site 45 miles offshore in Atchafalaya Bay in 67 ft of I

water. The shear strength versus depth plot for soil from the mudline

out to a depth of about 100 ft is indicative of a normally consolidated

soil (see fig. 46a). The average c/p ratio and PI equal 0.31 and 53,

respectively; when plotted on a chart of c/p versus PI, the point falls

close to both Skempton's and Bjerrum's curves for normally consolidated

clays (fig. 47). The consistency of the upper clays ranged from very

soft to stiff. The upper clays are inorganic clays of high plasticity

(OH). The soils immediately below the 100-ft level differ from the

uppcr soils and reflect higher strengths probably due to weathering dur- "

ing exposure of this shelf during a lower sea level (see fig. 46b). The .

weathered zone is a stiff inorganic silty clay of low plasticity (CL),
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ENGINEERING PROPERTIES

LOG - *0.~. 3 j 2
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Fig. 48. Engineering data from boring 6 off Louisiana coastI
(see figs. 421 and 42) (from reference 117)
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Fig. h9. Engineering data from boring 9 off Louisianacoast (see figs. 41 and 42) (from reference 117)
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and the soils below this are generally silts and clays of low plasticity,

having interbedded silt and sand layers.

128. Fig. 49 shows data for boring 9, located in 55 ft of water

approximately 8 miles from Grand Isle, La., near the frontal zone of the

abandoned LaFourche-l-ississippi delta. This boring shows 15 ft of very

soft underconsolidated inorganic clay of high plasticity (CH), underlain

by soft to stiff underconsolidated clay of high plasticity (CH). Plot-

ting the c/p ratio of 0.15 and PT of 55 in fig. 47 shows that this de-

po-,it is still undergoing consolidation and that equilibrium has not yet

been reached.

129. Boring 12 (fig. 50) was drilled near the South Pass frontal

margin of the modern Mississippi birdfoot delta in 59 ft of water. The

data show a deep underconsolidated clay deposit overlying approximately

normally consolidated clay. This is an example of a case in which the

rate of denositi3n far exceeds the rate of consolidation of the soil .

(see fig. 46d). Inorganic clay of high plasticity (CH) exists for the

full depth of the borehole. To a depth of about 350 ft below the mud-

line, the CH soil is very soft, with strength generally less than

0.12 tsf. Soils in the lower 150 ft of the boring had consistencies

ranging from soft to stiff.

130. Fig. 51 shows the existence of overconsolidated inorganic

clays (CH) in the upper 20 ft of b-ring 8 (see fig. h6b). Consistency

of these clays is soft to medium. Beneath this clay stratum lie about

30 ft of sands and silty sands, which in turn overlie about 85 ft of

normally consolidated highly plastic clay (CH), having consistencies

ranging from medium to stiff.

131. In summary, the U. S. Gulf of Mexico continental shelf con-

sists of silty clays and clays. Underconsolidated, normally consoli-

dated, and overconsolidated sediments may be encountered along this

shelf. The consisten'cy of the tsediinenits ranges from very soft to stiff,

there being gcnerally an increase of strength with depth. In addition

to references already noted, Noorany and Gizienski present detailed dis-

cussions on the shear strength and consolidation characteristics of

these Gulf of Mexico soils in reference 1.
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East Coast

132. In an effort to find sand for the replenishment of beaches,

the CE has a continuing sand inventory program. One survey 59 uder this

program was performed off the southeastern -oast of Florida fr¢.m Miami

to Palm Beach, latitudes 25040, to 26048, n, in water depths of 15 to

350 ft from 0.1 to 4.5 nautical miles off the coastline. Seismic re-

fraction survey techniques and a pneunatic vibratory corer were used to

locate and samnle potential sand deposits. The shelf south of Boca

Raton, 260201 N, was found to be generally rocky with only a thin veneer

of sediments, though relatively thick deposits of sand-size calcareous

skeletal fragments were found in troughs on the shelf surface generally

paralleling the coast. North of Boca Raton, a deposit of homogeneous,

fine to medium, gray sand overlying the shelf contained 60 percent

quartz and 40 percent calcareous skeletal remains. The suitability of

the sands for beach fill is apparently questionable because of the de-

gradable nature of the calcareous sands south of Boca Raton and the

fineness of the sands north of Boca Raton. Grain-size analyses were

performed on representative 8- to 10-gram samples using a rapid sediment

analyzer (see fig. 24). Some 31 core samples were taken, varying in

length from 1 to 11 ft. The average size distributions of the sand

south and north of Boca Raton are shown in fig; 52.

133. Information was obtained from the U. S. Coast Guard pertain-

ing to foundation investigations by McClelland Engineers for five off-

shore light structures along the east coast located as follows:

a. Frying Pan Shoals, 30 miles southeast of Cape Fear, N. C.

b. Diamond Shoal, 23 miles southeast of Cape Hatteras, N. C.

c. Entrance of Chesapeake Bay, 14 miles east of Cape
Henrj, Va.

d. Scotland Light Structure, entrance to south channel in
New York Harbor, 7 miles east of Sandy Hook, N. J.

e. Ambrose Light Station, entrance to Ambrose channel in
New York Harbor, 7 miles east of Sandy Hook, N. J.

134. A skid-mounted rotary drill rig placed aboard a self-

propelled diesel-powered vessel was used at all sites. The drilling

procedure used h-in.-diam casing suspended from the drill deck level and
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UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION SCALE
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conventional rotary drilling procedures advanced a 3-in.-OD, double-

tube, rock core barrel into limestone deposits, and a ll40-lb hammer with

a 30-in, drop drove the 2-in.-OD standard split-sjpoon sampler into soil

to provide standard penetration values and obtain soil samples. At both

the Diamond Shoal and the Chesapeake Bay Entrance sites, a r-lb hammer
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with a 30-in. drop drove 3-in.-diam Shelby tubes to obtain soil samples.

At both the Scotland Light and Ambrose Light sites. samples of cohesive

soil were obtained by hydraulically pushing 3-in.-diam Shelby tubes into

the soil. Samples of cohesionless soil were obtained by driving either

3-in.-diam Shelby tubes or standard 2-in.-OD, split-spoon samplers into

the soil with the 1 40-1b hammer and 30-in. drop. At the Ambrose site, a

680-lb hammer was required at times to obtain significant sample pene-
tration, and a double-tube rock core barrel wa-, used to sample shale.

135. Two boring logs for the Frying Pan Shoal site are shown in

fig. 53. The water depth is 46 ft at this site. Other than a 9-ft cap

and a 3-ft intermediate vein of limestone, the foundation soils gener-

ally consist of tan to gray, fine to medium sands (SP to SW) to depths

of 72 to 78 ft. An unconfined compression (UC) test on a core from the

limestone cap indicated a shear strength (S) of 20 tsf. Four

unconsolidated-undrained, multiple-stage triaxial tests (termed Q-Rem

(MS)) on remolded specimens of the sands indicated angles of internal

friction, 0 , ranging from 37.5 to 41 deg. A UC test on a split-spoon

sample from the top of the clay stratum at a depth of 74 ft indicated an

S of 0.65 tsf. Two consolidated-undrained triaxial tests (termed CU-Rem

tests) performed on remolded clays below 144 ft indicated shear

strengths of 1.2 and 0.9 tsf under confining pressures of 30 psi.

136. At the Diamond Shoal site in a water depth of 53 ft, the
subbottom was comprised of medium and fine sands (SP and SP-SM) to a
depth of about 69 ft below the surface (see fig. 54 for the logs of

borings 1 and 2). Blow counts indicated medium to dense sands to 20 ft

and very dense sands to 69 ft. Silty fine sands (SP-SM and SM) were

found to extend below this depth to 167 ft in boring !. Four Q-Rem (MS)

tests on the sands indicated 0 values ranging from 37.5 to 38.5 deg.

137. Sands (SP and SP-SM), and clays (CL and CH) underlie the

Chesapeake Bay entrance site under 38 ft of water (see fig. 55 for logs

of the two borings). Four Q-Rem (MS) tests on sands from 10- to 60-ft

depths indicated 0 values from 39 to 40 deg. Shear strengths in six

UC tests on clays from 63 to 110 ft below the sea floor ranged from

0.24 to 1.16 tsf, indicating that these are soft to very stiff clays.
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Five UC tests on clay strata from depths of 118 to 181 ft in boring 1

indicated shear strength values ranging from 0.40 to 1.5 tsf, indicating

medium to very stiff clays.

138. At the Scotland Light Structure site, the water depth was
about 50 ft. Soils were principally sands, sands and gravel, and pea

gravel (see fig. 56 for logs of the two borings). One UC test on a

silty clay with a water content of 39 percent at 60 ft below the mudline

in boring 2 indicated a shear strength of 1.1 tsf. Q multistage tri-

axial tests of four sands at depths from 30 to 180 ft indicated angles

of internal friction between 39 and 42.5 deg.

139. The Ambrose Light Station site, in 76 ft of water across the

harbor entrance from the Scotland Light site, was underlain by strata of

sand, clay, sand and gravel, and shale to a depth 253 ft below the sea

floor. Logs of the two principal borings are shown in fig. 57. Six UC

tests on specimens of the clay stratum from 20 to 50 ft below the mud-

line indicated shear strengths ranging from 0.14 to 0.37 tsf (i.e., soft

to medium consistency). Three Q triaxial tests on single undisturbed

specimens of clays tested with confining pressures equal to overburden

pressures gave shear strengths ranging from 0.10 to 0.45 tsf (i.e., very

soft to medium consistency). The underlying strata of sand and gravels

were very dense, requiring more than 50 blows/ft with the standard

140-lb hammer for penetration. To facilitate sampling of these very

dense sands below 190 ft, a 680-lb hammer was used. An unconfined com-

pression test on a sample of the shale reached at the 190-ft depth indi-

cated a shear strength of 2.1 tsf. The lack of microfossils at both the

Scotland and Ambrose Light sites verifies the terrestrial origin of the

soils at these two sites.

140. In general, the data above indicate that the soils in the

East Coast continental shelf are coarser grained and stronger than those

in the Gulf of Mexico. This should not be taken as a generalization for

the entire East Coast shelf, because data for only a few borings are

available and because the particular sites investigated were selected

either as potential sand sources or as sites for navigation light struc-

tures, which typically would be located just off a channel area.
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Summary

141. There is an apparent lack of sands, gravels, and boulders

along much of the U. S. continental shelf. Ice-rafted boulders and

gravels can, of course, be found along the upper latitude shelf off the

coast of Alaska. Sands, silts, and clays predominate in the shelf zones.

Shells and mierofossils are often dispersed within the deposits. The

fine-grained cohesive soils are often very weak, e.g., the surface soils

off the southern California coast and the underconsolidated soils in

some areas off the Louisiana coast. Montmorillonite is the dominant

clay mineral. Somewhat overconsolidated marine clays are often found to

be weak and highly compressible. The continental shelf area off the

Louisiana coast has been the most explored due to the exploitation of

hydrocarbon fuel deposits during the past 25 years.

142. Information on the engineering properties of soils off the

north slope of Alaska and of soils of the continental borderland off

southern California (obtained in current exploration for and exploita-

tion of hydrocarbon fuels in these areas) is still proprietary and prob-

ably will not be available in the literature for several years.
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PART V: MARPIE M3UNiDAIIOU MHGIREERMING

l.13. Marine foundation engineering involves a variety o1' combina-

lion or itoundations an-I structures:

a. Anchors are used to restrain the excursions of floating

or sibnerged (but neutrally or positively buoyant)

b. ?ile-t.pe legs resting on or penetrating into the sea
floor susoort platforms Vhicn are raised above the sea
surface.

c. When bottom materials are soft, pile-type legs resting
on large mat foundations are sometims used as an al.-
terntive to legs resting on or penetrating into the

bottom
d. Footings id raft foundations can also be uised to pro-

vide the necessary support.

e. Co =-'inatioas of these foundation types are used to meet
the particular requirements of the pertinent structure

andsite.

144hL. Structures =-y be te.-porary or permanent and manned or un-
me-nei. AUl of these facitors, as well as the investment the owner is

wil-ing to mike for a foundation study, influence the type of foundation

=elected. Cost is often the controlling factor in determining how ex-
tensive the soil' investLigation vill1 be, since exploration offshore is

far more exaensive than on-shore exploration. Princip~al topics dis-

cinsed in this part are archers, piles, mats and footings, dredging, and

Ande-rater fills.

Anchors

145. Anchors are typically used to limit the vertical and lateral A
excursion of floating structures and of positively or neutrally buoyant

*szon-erged structures. Anchors may also be required for small instrument
pac:~ages used to monitor various aspects of the water body or the air-

sea interface and for large buoys used for navigational purposes or forI

data collection. On a larger scale, the structure requiring anchorage

could be a floating bridge, e.g., the Hood Canal Bridge in Washington,
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or a seadrome. Hood Canal Bridge is not strictly an offshore structure

(it is located in one arm of the Puget Sound), but the depths of water

and problems of construction encountered durin3 its erection are indica-

tive of what may occur offshore. Seadromes, or floating airports, were

conceptualized shortly after World War I. flow with the advent of super-

sonic transports, the rising cost of land, and the surge of interest inj

the oceans, proposals for floating airports are again appearing in the

literature. ! 2 3- 12 8 With the current state-of-the-art, design and con-

struction costs for a floating airport anchored to the botton would make

this the most expensive type of offshore airport. However, this may be

the only feasible method of providing an offshore airport at a deepwater

offshore site. 
124 ,25, 129

146. Deadman anchors used in supporting bulkheads, drilled cast-

in-place tieback or tiedown anchors, and mushroom anchors used to hold130-137
down Dower transmission lines are typical land anchor;. Refer-

ences 130-132, pertaining to mushroom anchors embedded in sands, present

results demonstrating the relation of the pullout force to the geometry

of the anchor, depth of burial, and strength and unit weight of the soil.

Deadman anchors are discussed in many other soils texts besides those

referenced. The mushroom anchor has its counterpart in the marine en-

virorunent, but the deadman anchor does not have a direct counterpart.

In all marine anchorage systems, cable length is critical: too short a

cable can cause intermittent 3ubmergence of the structure'or pullout *of

the anchor, and too long a cable might permit excessive excursion of

the structure and possible kinking and fouling, with subsequent weaken-

ing of the cable between the structure and the anchor.

147. The anchor provides resistance, through soil-anchor inter-

action, to forces transmitted by the cable from the restrained structure.

Some common types are the mass (or dead weight), m:,shroom, drag (or

fluke), and pile anchors. A customary index used to indicate capabiuity

of a particular anchor is the holding power to weight-in-air ratio,

HP/W . The holding power is the pulling force that an anchor can re-
a

sist and is a function of (a) depth of embedment, (b) submerged weight
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angles subtended by the anchor fluke, the sea floor, and the anchor

shank for flu_,ted anchors, and (e) the soil proserties at the narticular

site. Various anchors have different holding powers with respect to

vertical or horizontal tractions, depending on the anchor's relationship

to the so-!.

148. A =ass anchor can be =ade up of old car =otors, welded rails,

concrete, and similar inexnensive =asses (fig. 58a). This type Of an-

chor nrovides a vertic .T/Wa of less than 1 because its holding
power, or resistance, is dependent solely on its submerged -eigt. Hor-

izontal resistance is denendent on adhesion and friction between the

contact of the anchor and the sea floor. Sore very soft -.d weak marine

soils ay fail --nder the weight of a massive anchor; this in turn =ay

fail the total anchorage system due to excessive tension on the cable,

placing the anchored structure in jeopardy. L1arge mass anschors consist-

ing of concrete boxes filled with tremie concrete and covered with rip-

rat were used on the Hood Canal floating bridge.

1419. The mushroom anchor is embedded usually by the force of its
own weight; sometimes, however, the anchor is jetted to the desired

depth (fig. 58b). its holding power depends upon both its mass and the

resistance of the soil above it. For anchors vertically embedded in

sand, a horizontal sea floor, and a ratio of depth of embedment to diam-

eter, h/d , less than 6, the failure surface is circular in plan. In

cross section, it is tangent to the rim of the mushroom and then curves

upward at a decreasing slope until it makes an angle with the surface of

(45- deg. The dimensionless form of the pullout force equation,

developed in model experiments using flat circular plates and air-dry

sad,130 is:

2F =Cl + C2h 2d-

hd2y' d

where

F = pullout force

h = depth of embedment of the anchor

d = diameter of the anchor
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BUOY, INSTRUMENT
PACKAGE, ETC.

CABLE (WIRE OR I
STHETIC) HP/W <

TAUT LINE GENERALLY RESISTS VERTICAL
' FORCES.

.EAFLOOR UTILIZES MASS OF ANCHOR ONLY;

RESTS ON BOTTOM.

sI

S. MASS ANCHOR (DEAD WE;GHT)

SURFACE BUOY PERMITTED TO MOVE
IN CIRCULAR MOTION WITH WAVES.

HP/Wa .-5 (IF PLACED VERTICALLY)

UTILIZES MASS OF ANCHOR AND

SWIVEL SOIL ABOVE ANCHOR PLUS
SUB,4ERGED SOIL SHEAR RESISTANCE ONUBUOR FAILURE SURFACE.

GENERALLY RESISTS VERTICAL

FORCES.

TAUT LINE- SEAFLOOR

(45DEG - 0IN SANDSI

'.-FAILURE SURFACE
C (IF h/d c 6)

b. MUSHROOM ANCHOR

Fig. 58. Mass and mushroom anchors
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y' = effective imit weight of the sol!

C and C = ccnstants (presumbly functions or the angle oI
1 2 -nternal friction 0 and relative density)

For an h/d greater than 6, only a slight surface heave occurred in the

vicinity of the shank of the anchor during failure, with the dimension-

less equat -on becoming:

-d~ 17 b 3  d

where
b = thiekness of the anchor

C- and C4 = constants

These equations have been, to some extent, confirmed in larger scale

field tests in sand.132  In the narine environment, mushroom anchors

perform fairly well in soft mid bottoms, achieving embednent by sinking

under their an weight or by jetting. An fe/W a of 5 is attainable in

a vertical direction, but, if the anchor should drag under load, it will

probably come out.
138

150. Drag anchors are typical ship anchors. The shape of the

flukes on these anchors, as well as their relative dimensions, affects

their holding capability. Ebedment of fluke or drag anchors is acco.-

plished by dragging the anchor along the bottom for a distance of 50 ft

or more. Hence, their holding ability is dependent ion h~a well the

flukes dig into the sea floor. Some of the more comon drag anchors are

the Admiralty, Ifavy stockless, Danforth, and L1T (lihtweight type)
ahichors (fig. 59). Charactee-stic of all fluke anchors is theit- ability

to resist horizontal forces and their relative inability to resist ver-

ticl forces. For this reason, several shots of heavy chain (a shot is

a 90-ft length of chain) are generally used between the anchor shank and

the cable, and the scope (the ratio of the distance from the ship to the

anchor divided by the depth of water) is made as large as posSible

(e.g., a ratio of 7) to keep some chain and t1he shank of the anchor

lying on the sea floor. Drag anchors are susceptible to pullout when

torque is transmitted through the cable to the shank. Some typical
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FIXED FLUKE -

F!XED FLUKE REWRES A DEFI-
1w, llr NV 0 1NITE PENETRATION ANGLE

FOR BEST HP/W.

m. STOCK ANCHOR

C AS- P W Z : 6 I N S A N D '
HP/E Z2 IN MUD

LACK OF STOCK ALLOWS FOR
ROTATION AND -'%J9SElWJEhT

b. NAVY STOCKLESS (STANDARD) ANCHOR

HPW IS IN SAND
*~~ HPW~ IN MUD

STOCK REDUCES TENDENCY TO
7- ROTATE OUT.

FLUXES CROWN FORCES FLUKES TO DIG]
INTO BOTTOM DURING

STOCKDRAGGING-

c. LIGHTWEIGHT ANCHOR (LWT OR DANFORTH)

GENERAL COMMENTS: ANCHORS GENERALLY RESIST HORIZONTAL FORCES.

HP/W, RATIOS GIVEN FOR CHAIN ANGLE=O AND 50'
DRAGGING DaSTANCE.

ANCHORS NEED TO BE DRAGGED -- 50' FOR FLUKES
TO PENETRATE.

STRONGEST REStSTANCE IS IN DIRECTION OF INITIAL
PULL.

Fig. 59. Stock, flavy stoclkless, and lightweight-type anchors
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HPI~ ratios are giv-n in fig.. 59, zinich also showz the anchors' re7±a-
a

tionsizs to the sea flor, chain, eand cable; bot-h higter and lower

=ttios are recorded in the ILiteratcxe.

151. 7-he SZA521 =t~r is zrobably the ~tadv.-mced des-icn of the

dra-type anchors-139 Its desiomer- ha.ve taken into coniaraltion the

css-osition of the tott=c, the menetraftion r-eq4reE, '-D L'e ProBle= of

tcrquing. =ig 6D Z!:ows tshe chzranterislticz of t- STATO *=chor. TIht

figure also zhows Ithe use of both STAT- mend =s ancr, ii an ±g

syste=. Te angle subtented bj 'the Pluke end: thse ws-chor sakinf"-

ence thear hmlio ra.'nwd driv te a2or; he dejho afr entrztic u*isrz

ttain e.-- Idelly fore-e unitIzs- are placed - mnrtchywi a swicel r

serentgerie foree thee anhr an the -- glez (ich. asissint).ra

15e .ofo l tclors te acor d!i ati cas-nhae quite

highe pingo se ancs pding On zzze 10 mooring~ 1anda-- thezn the

tybiled nco by the ncaviouaeizei =nchors wihW, ratiosl grete' thane15
wer obaind i instlleion fl two "rivn r lu:,,to b re et-o

tachor=se Mor--Z -W

±33. orme rnee hs b e latte focnieratin gien to th46 efeto

sheard treft or othr- soie anroerte of theo aotern -cnethetcana i-

tiaes f arou chr, orten the nhr tan toe distingurish asenersliy te teen

sans nd chsvsol.Selaoaoyeernnts anhe benzi re- I
Moredi inVs whic aos snefi san oas usedith e nhos avngdifen

oeriesb t conare tir ldin * ewr chaW ratitics &rl-a-er t1,jn 15

wre litatue n fil eairof tworsen cnsv ol eeal

csneais no descioion o soil properties, and 'the itera -ntue sarch hasi

tie o -vriusancor, o:-ertha t dstigush enral1 ete4
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produced no informatioa on any laboratory investigations of anchors in

cohesive soils. Research along these lines nay prove fruitful.

154. Anchors of substantial wei gt and size are used to hold

floating and subnerged structures vithin desired limits of excursion.

Lightweight (15-ton) anchors are not unco~on equipmnt at offshore oil

drilling sites. A 55-ton concrete mzshroon anchor was used for a noor-

ing installation at a Navy installation in Ehode Island. 1 38 Massive

&.adveight, drag, and pile-type anchors were used on the La.e Washington

and Hood Canal floating bridges. Scouring occurred around nine of the
8 50-ton deadweight anchors on the Sood Canal floating bridge and riprap

protection was placed. 1 3 Snaller anchors of special design are also

used for restraining the movement of pipelines i

155. Soil-anchor interactions need to be studied in nore detail

to arrive at he most efficient cobination of anchor and coil for

various applications. A similitude approach (e.g., along the lines of

Baker and Kondner's work)1 3 0 may be a way to reduce the variables stud-

ied to the more significant ones.

Piles

156. Offshore pile-supported platforms are the _ost prevalent

man-made structures on the continental shelf. Fig. 61 shows elevation

views and historical stages of the developent of pern-anent platfor-s in

the Gulf of !.eAxico. In 1970, Shell Oil Cooany constructed a 2h -vell

platform in the Gulf of .eco in 373 ft of water, a new record

depth. 1 5 A pile design depends on (a) sea floor soil characte'istics

mertinent to end bearing, skin friction, and resistance to lateral

loads; (b) loading conditions, including wave, wind, current, ice, and

earthquake live loads and the dead l3ads of the structure and the pile

itself; and (c) pile characteristics, including pile diameter, wall

thickness, length, and composition. Part H! has already indicated the

low strength characteristics of many marine soils. This section of the

report emphasizes the increased loading conditions, the increase in re-

quired pile dimensions, and other problems associated with offshore

construction.
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157. Plstforms in the Gulf of Mexico must resist hurricane forces.

Of the more than 2000 permanent platforms built in the Gulf of Mexico
l4i6from L947 to 196T, 22 collapsed and 10 others were severely danaged

by hurricane forces. Of these 32 failures, 2 were temporary structures

and 1; were platforms which were constructed in the early years before

adequate design procedures and information ere available. Of the re-

maining 26, 23 had been designed to resist 25-year probability storms,

and 3 had been designed for maxina expectable stor= conditions. The

failures of 2 of the 3 platforns designed for maximm storm conditions

were attributed to poor soil conditions. 1 ' 5 There hm apparently been

no loss of life from the failures of the permanent platforms, owing to a

well-developed hurricane warning systen in the Gulf area and the prac-

tice of evacuating manned platforms upon the approach of a hurricane.

In the case of mobile drilling platforms, at least two pile-supported

jack-up platforms tipped over while being prepared to move off location
11.8

because of apparent soil failures. Dollar xvalue of" property lost and

production or exploration interrupted due to such failures &e-nerally

rus into the millions. Even though hurricane mjisz.)s involving perma-

nent platforms have not resulted in loss of lives, failures of offshore

platforms could result in loss of life, especially off the vest coast

of the United States where sudden storms or earthquakes are possible but

not predictable. Loss of life has occurred during mobile platform mis-

baps. L49 One death is .non to have occurred -when a jack-up work-over

barge with cylindrical legs ti,.ed over in the Gulf of 1exico off the
Louisiana coast due to inadequate soil bearing capacity. 1 48 "1 50

158. Offshore piles generally are subjected to higher vertical

and lateral loads than on-shore piles. 11 To additionally complicate

the picture, the soils offshore are often very weak, as previously noted.

The design capacity for a. individual pile of an offshore oil drilling

platform might be 2000 tons, as opposed to a maximum capacity of about

200 tons for an on-shore pile. An offshore pile might weigh 110 tons, or

about 35 times the weight of its on-shore counterpart.151 Pile dimen-

sions might be 18 in. in diameter by 600 ft long for an offshore pile, as

compared with 16 in. in diameter by 100 ft long for an on-shore pile.
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Obtaining pile haiers capable of driving these offshore piles is a

problem. Individual pile loads on the U. S. Coast Guar1 light str.e-

tures on the east coast were e37ected to be not less than 950 tons axial

and 150 tons shear at the indline, 1 2 2 and these are relatively light

strumtures when compared with sone of the massive oil platforms. J
159. Off the North Slope of Alaska and in other offshore oil

fields in the upper latitudes, l.teral loads are even greater for marine

structures due to high pressures from ice loads. For example, the

28.5-ft-dian cylinder of the monopod platform of the Union Oil Company

in 9a ft of ater in Cook Inlet, Alaska, can be subjected to a horizon-

tal force of 7390 kips by a 6-ft-thick sheet of ice having a crushing

strength of 300 psi driven by tidal currents. 1 5 2 Wind loads are prac-

tically negi gible compared with possible ice loads. Ice loads off the ,

North Slope area my be even greater than those in Cook Inlet.1 5 3 With

the discovery of oil off California and elsewhere in deeper waters, it

is probable that the disparity between onshore and offshore piles will

increase.

160. The development of offshore oil resources became so wide-

spread that a publication concerning planning, designing, and construct- i
ing fixed offshore platforms was issued in 1969 by the American Petrol-

eum Institute (API). The foreword of this publication stresses the

aid advancement of offshore technology and encourages designers to use

all research advances available to them. Foundation design is covered

in more detail in conventional soil mechanics and engineering texts,

particularly for marine work, in reference 20.

161. The operations of properly positioning, battering, and

driving piles are particularly critical and difficult in offshore plat-

form work because many moving parts depend on proper alignment and be-

cause free-swinging unbraced piles are subject tc fatigue failure due

to cyclic forces generated by pile-water interaction. One system
developed to meet offshore platform needs is referrc-d to as the template
technique. In this system, the platform substructure is prefabricated

onshore, floated out to the site, and then sunk to the sea floor.156 "15T
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Fig. 6. Offshore platform zu:.orte." by' pile,
(from reference 157)

Platform Holly (fig. 62) wa5 erected "s'ng this techn'-.ue in ?'J0 ft of

vater in the Santa Barbara =hanne! off California. 7-e 1e-i of this

temvlate -are bulkheaded and provide the necess-,r.y buoyancy for floating

the entire unit to the site (fig. 63). Contr-lMe fsi,-in7 of t .'t ieS

tis the template into an upright position ani then S if-l -nto loca-

tion. Alternatively, the templte z:an be pl.e- in "atrge %in c towei to

the site. The hollow legs of the .emvlate, onc, ;<sitio.ei Vt . ite,
a:t azs ,uide. for the installation of the pils.I n .:oe instalatons,

a temporary platform is then placed on top of the .,bstru !te from
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Step 1. Template launched and floating horizontally.
Step 2. Hook slinp and pull 100 kips. Open flooding valves in top row of

legs. Control flooding with air vent valves. Maintain approximately
10 kip hook load as template rotates.

Step 3. Stop flooding when template is vertical and still floating. Bing
template on location and orient properly.

Step 4. Open all flooding valves aid set template on bottom.

(Courtesy of American Society of Civil Engineers)

Fig. 63. Template installation sequence (from reference 157)

which pile driving operations are accomplished. In others, a derrick

barge is used to facilitate the pile driving operation. Still others

use a jack-up type barge or platform (e.g., a DeLong barge) to facili-

tate pile driving.158 The completed piles are generally grout-connected

to the substructure legs.

162. A jack-up rig was used in the installation of skirt piles

around the Khazzan Dubai I, a 500,000-bbl storage tank located 60 miles

offshore in the Arabian Gulf in 154 ft of water (fig. 6h). Thirty

36-in.-diam by 90-ft-long skirt pipe piles were grouted into drilled

42-in.-diam holes. 1 59 The jack-up rig was so situated that it could

drive six piles while at one location. The choice to use drilled

grouted-in-place piles was made because of adverse soil conditions. The
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the pile type, which attain adequate bearing capacity by penetration

into the subsoil, or have enlarged bases, which mt attain adequate

bearing capacity with only nominal penetration. Fig. 65 shows the

chronological development of Jack-up rip. The lep met support the

weight of the structure, which is generally elevated above the worst ex-

pected sea state (about 35 ft above the sea surface in the Gulf of

exico), and must withstand lateral forces of wind and sW eccentric

loadings imposed during operations or pullout of the legs when preparing

to am off location. 3xperience has shon that jack-up rigs are mat

vulnerable to tipping over while moving on or off location. 1 48 , 1 49 UP

to 1968, six rip experienced failure due to inadequate soil bearing

apacity and/or to mechanical failure of the legs while in the jacked-up

position.l
1 8

165. Discussions with soil engineers and frequent statements in

the literature disclose many uncertainties attending the design and in-

stallation of offshore piles. Uncertainties with respect to the behav-

ior of heavily loaded large-diameter piles subjected to repetitive

lateral loads of varying magnittudes force designers to specify conserva-

tive depths. Available soils data are usually from disturbed samples,

and are sparse, and the designer must use such data conservatively. De-

velopment of adequate pile driving equipment has not met the need for

driving piles which can carry increasing pile loads in offshore

work.l53 ' l 6 0 In effect, overconservative design may lead to require-

ments for very large penetration, such that jetting and drilling may

have to be done in advance of the pile; this results in additional un-

certainties about the degree of soil distrubance caused by these proce-

dures. Overconservative design resulting from the uncertainties men-

tioned can be both costly and time-consuming. 1 5 1

166. Full-scale performance data on offshore piles are lacking in

the literature and are greatly needed, since the extrapolation of on-

shore pile data to offshore work leaves much in doubt. Carefully

planned investigations of the behavior of completed structures and pro-

grams of testing large offshore piles placed using the different avail-

able procedures and subjected to loads of the same order of magnitude as
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those encomutered offshore would help -iaimlize meertainty and risk.

Data of this sort have probably bee. developed In the petrolem idustry,

but are treated as proprietary, and, therefore, are not presently avail-

able for plie use,

16T. In addition to their me with offshore oil production and
exploration platfbr, piles are ued in the constrution of docking and

mooring dolphins and artificial island transfer terminals in deep water

and have been proposed as possible foundation elements for offshore

airports. 20,12,125,129,155

Hats and Footinas

168. Mat or footing fomdatios are those in which the sea floor

penetrations are quite sml comared with the dimensions of the mat or

footings. Some 30 percent of the mobile rigs in use in the Gulf of

Mexico are partially mat-supported (fig. 65). and now even some perim-

nent facilities rest on mat foundations, e.g., storae tanks. 16 1  In

many instances, spud piles are installed belov the mat to provide

additional lateral resistance when shear resistance between the mat

bottom and sea floor is considered insufficient. Protection against
scouring is sometimes provided by placing riprap. Lov resistance to
lateral forces and vulnerability to scour are the main reasons that mats

and other spread footings are not comonly used for permanent offshore
installations. Without the supplemental use of piles, such foundations

would not be able to resist uplift forces.

169. The legs of many mobile drilling rigs end in large-diameter,

closed-bottom cylinders or tanks which function as large footings
(figs. 65 and 66). 1 1 8 , 1 8 These footings decrease the penetration nec-

essary to support the imposed loads. The footings must be designed to

support the mobile platform on the weakest soils expected to be en-

countered at the var.ous drilling sites. The number of footings per rig

varies from 3"to 14, depending on the rig design, and footing diameters

range from 16 to 45 ft. The geometry of these tanks varies from flat-

bottomed, doughnut-shaped tanks near the end of the cylindrical pegs to
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Fig. 66. LeTourneau three-legged Jack-up rig

cylindrical cans vith concave, conical, or truncated cylinder bottom

(fig. 67). Comparisons were made of the observed and theoretical per-

formances of 11 jack-up rigs with individual tank-type footings at 120

clay bottom locations in the Gulf of Mexico (see fig. 42) in water

depths from 80 to 300 ft.118 The use of Skempton's equation for the
bearing capacity ccefficient, IL1 , and results of unconfined conmpres-

c
sion tests on good-quality soil samples gave reasonable predictions.

The general bearing capacity equation for clays with 0 = 0 and
118,162

Skempton's equation for 1' are:c

q= cNI + y'D
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C" 6.O (ft 1. 1). espeLtI-OY

mbene

U ultimte bearing * psf

c = awrap cohesive bear strtngfh o -il belw fowtiug
leel, psf

X" - dimensiaalmss bearing capacity factor for circular ftoting
C areas Cly

T" - submrged vait wl&%t of soil, pet

D - fboting peetration, ft

I - footing diameter, ft

Skin frilction a the sidevaI . of the cylinders and the eometry of the

surface of the footing base were not uonsidered in this an lsis because

work done by other investigators had indicaied that these factors are

insignificant for the cylinder dimensions and bottom shapes involw.

170. Factors coasidered to affect the depth of penetration am

the inclination of the legs, sc-.ur, and the presence of thin layers of

sand or silt within the clay deposits. Penetrations of the footings of

the mobile Jack-up rigs studied reflect the equilibrium of structure

Iclading with ultimte bearing capacity. Heyerhoff has shown that bear-

ing capacity decreases sligbtly when the base of the footing is in-

clined. 1 18 07he legs of the LeTourneau three-legged rigs can be inclined

as much as 15 deg from the vertical. When the legs are inclined, deeper

footing penetrations are required thpz when they are vertical. Scour

can effectively reduce the depth of soil above the base of the footing

(thus reducing the D/B ratio), causing a decrease in the bearing capac-

ity and subsequent additional penetration of the footings. Thin sand

and silt layers beneath the footings can contribute to the failure of

sone rigs. The presence of these layers may temporarily reduce actual

penetration in comparison with that which vould occur in a imogeneous

clay foundation. A footing my punch through such layers under later

increased loading after the drilling deck is jacked up into vorking
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piti. The hazart -o be wedue in som Intnces b~y appyi*n
temprazy pre1omis Iu ees of the working losdu to uchirie pettnice
gester Um thet nLede to sqaport; the rig In the jacked-Wq wm~iut

position.. Ow tecbmique that has been used involvs tiae tecquwuzf

rliag of ballast &b=ers atove the legpaduring Jaching.

111r.. DWedgig is performed (a) to make required ex=avations; (tr

exampe, for buried pipelines or cables), 'b) to it=su mterials um-

suitable for bimdations, and (c) to obtain meerial for fill construe-

tim. Dredging =W Involve (a) remival or bottom mterials to a

been done with (a) dipper dredges, (b elamhel dredges. Wc Ibydraulic

dredges, ad (d), to a smle r but subastantial extent, hopper dredges.

ladder dredoes are often used. A submersible crawler-typt bydraulic

nation sCrawl Cutter MMI, also called d.A special

suction dredge toed at Akoomo Darn" dredged to depths of 226 ft in

water as deep as 210 ft. '.%e dredge- wax of the cuttertead type, supple-

nented by jet assists. Scows used to transport dredged naterials are

generally not seift-propelled, althoufft seli-propelled hopper barges were

used fcr Plover Cove Darn18

l73. While subsurface investigations of the site, as discussed in

Part II, are necessary, the success of dredging operations depends more

on visual dservations and operational techniques than on control using

conventional soil borings and tests. Some of the control factors in

I * Much of the material presented in this section is presented inj reference 163.
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dredging opration are gie in table 12- Uaen chinwhel or dipper

dredges are wea, lawe blocks or cohesive soja amc oftenm obtained-

Since Sam or the blocks ame often relatively Madisturbei, species cn

be obtained for mwomiined comrezzion tests f~r compari==u with design

boring and testing resu-Its-

l1la. Repardless or the parpose of dredging,- freqjuent wsadings to

deteralne depths and side slop" obtained ti xecessazy- For depth ow-

trcil as the work progresses, a ordinary recording-tnpe echo depth

sounuder is ademuate, esecially one having a narrow dispersioc of tran-
mitted wve. Wi =V not be satisfactory for payavist puposes; there-

fee. lead lin smudizgs are preferred for this purpose, with repre-

sentatives; of both owner and contractor present !:a the sounding boat-

Namevr, tidal or other currents =W affect le*A line sondings sigmif-

icnty adit my be neesay to nue satip fr pko uses

dredingquentities if postdredginj surveys are node at slack tide.

Dredging to specified elev3tions;
or to specified subsuzrface conditions

MT5. Dredging to specified elevations nay not involve special in-

spection requiremennts for channel excavation, but this is not tine when

dredging for cntruction purposes. For example, in dipper dredging for

Dry Dock No. 8 at the Norfolk Navy Yard, side decks of scows were at

first washed with water prior to towing the loaded barges to sea for

disposal of dredged material. This, combined with sedinented zaterial,

resulting from dredging organic silt, caused accumulations of soft na-

terials on the bottom which had to be removed by two suction dredges be-

fore a gravel layer, reinforcing form, and tremie concrete could be

placed. Accumlation of soft material should always be expected and

should be investigated by divers, prdbings, or sampling. Inspection

mast ensure not cA2ly that unsuitable materials are entirely removed butJ
also that excessive quantities of suitable materials are not renoved.

It is obviously ixapossible to remove all unsitable materials without

removing at least some suitable muaterial, but good control will minimnize

excess removal of good material.
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i . Efrective can,-l of dredgiug can generlly be obtained W

vIsMul erb6 tio of bepd mterial ty an inspector staticet at the

&vdve. This is senraU1y trw even if a hydraulic dneae is used be-

came of di M-reaces in the sound and dining action of the dre4de .e
PssiAG frm soft into tirm materials. wkever, it W be desirable

soetimes to ha an i.spector at the dredge discharge pipe vith raio

c€tact to the dre.-

iTT- In cbmel dreging, it is often permissible to dredge to

steep slopes over a sUlStly wider area them -eI e to allw the
siaes of the cut to ssm thefr natural slope. owever, where fill is

to be placed in the excavation, Wis practice aigbt result in unuitble

slide mterials becoming mixed with fill materials an the cleaed-out

bottom, and excavation to specifiet safe side slopes is desirable. It

is practical to excvate slopes which are remarkably close to desired

M Mles; hower, since this t-pe of 0reJg12g is not cOMM. it is nec-

essary for inspection Aorces to crk closely with the drtde captain to
ecure the desired resu-Its. Or. dipper and clamshel dredging, spetifie4

side slopes can be achieved by cotrolling offset distances fro, the
center line of the dredge and correspoing derth of excavation for var-
ious positions of the dredge.

winal cleaning of bottom

178. Vbere fill is to be placed after unsuitable materials have

beenk removed, extreme care is necessa y to ensure that soft aterials do
not remin after dredging ani that roft materials do not actnulate at

the toe of the advancing fill and becone trapped in it. This re-juires

dredging in several sequences such as (a) rcugft drelging to grade,

(b) finish dredging to grade, and (c) supplenentary or return dreding
t as fill is placed to remove accumulated fines.

179. Dredging generally causes fine materials to go into suspen-

sion and to escape back around the dredge into the dredged area. No
matter how thoroughly unsuitable materials have been removed, some soft

material can be expected to accumulate at the toe of advancing fills.
In addition, even with relatively clean borrow materials, sone fines

will be washed out of the fill and w-atmulate ahead of it. Regardless
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of the cause, scclated fines hast be periodically renel. This type

of clemiup aperstiu con best be dme by smar ahaulic dredges, but

im also lien successfully abcy oqashed bj dredng. For a

himWu eabukntut in a mume at Vilmington, Del., simple prchin"

were mde wing alwmanui conduit a soumding rod to etermine if soft

rmeerias bm been ent-rely reiw ; the limitir4 ?epth, with hand oer-

atices, ws about 20 zo 3D ft. SWling with a dredge bucket is rer-

aUly a effec tve construction control procedure- Ikexcavated soft soil

at WLbsdnntwa displaced W adwancing fill if its thickness ws only

a few inches, or at nst a fo., but in al st al areas more effective

i wval was obtained during dredging and cleanup.,

8th. In so cases, e.5. ,karton Dry Dckk r1 & Plover

CMve 9 9 a laer of suspended fives a few feet or w feet thick,

remining an the bottom after coqpletion of dreding, could not be

remved by weeping the site with a sweep. Tn such cues, a gravel

blanket 2 to 3 ft thick is offten wed to provide effective founaation-

to-fifl coatact. 7his method, cmazidered -to be a last resort, should

fol!c tharoue cleaning and should not be used in lieu of thorou&

clening-

Ulnderwater Fli *

181. There ?ave been many nearshore o.perations involving under-

vater fills, such as land developmnnt projects, camcnays, and jetties.

Underwater construction of the lower portions of earth and rock-fill

dais has becom nore prevalent in recent years, and some dans zo con-

structed are listed in table 13.

182. A -mriety of equipent and procedures is generally possible

in placing fill underwater and, at latter stages, above vater, as in-

dicated in table At. Availability of equipment is often a controlling

factor except on large jobs where specially designed equitment can be

justified.

M Much of the material presented in this section is presented in
reference 163.
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183. here fill is to be placed in a large area or in a dreJed

tredac, lateral spreading of the fill Is of little consequence if the

bottom has been adeqmtely cleaned. This is also true where fill is

placed to have flat slopes and wide, level top surfaces. Unier these

conditims, bottom-dp scows ae commonly ased. On the work at Yonker.

&_ae Treatment Plant (Oudson River), boWtt.-dwp scow pl-&eeit of

clem sand fM resulted in underwter slopes of IV on 5H to IV on 31H,

with the latter the more coumn. At the Southern Pacific Rail-caI

crossing of Great Salt Lake in Utah, bottom-dump sew placement of a

vell-graded silty sand resulted in slopes with s-ekn esses varying in-v ersely 16th water depths, 48 " 1 Y - ITT as sumarized in table 15- Sands

uipdsuddenly from bottoo-dum scows entrap air and appear to liquefy

w they hit the botton, whereupon they rapidly travel horizontally.

This was observed at both Yonkers and at Great Salt Lake. At the Great

Salt Lake crossing, sand traveled horizontally as mob as 3.0 f in

Steeer sloes can be -'taired by placlng ,LU materials

slowly. Slopes of IV on 2.75h were obtained at the 3remerton Dry !Dk

by bydramicay jetting mnterials off deck scars, and 1,300,000 cu yd

of fill w plac d in this m-iner. The fill vw reasonably vell g ed

from 3 in. d to a naxinum of 10 percent finer than the No. 100 sieve.

An alternative procedure for placing fill in shallow water is to unload
deck scows using bulldozers, as done at the Great galt Lake crossing, or

using a clamshell. Deck scows are generally required when water depths

are less than about 12 ft.

185. In constructing Plover Cove lain Dam under: ater, the core

(decomposed rock) was placed by clamshell and the bucket released just

above the surface on which fill was being placed in order to minimize

segregation. Shell material was dumped from bottom-discharge barges.

Some redredging was necessary to remove pervious material from the core

and fines from the shells. Maximum pore pressures in the core were

about 53 percent of the weight of fill and dissipated in two months.

186. The construction of underwater rock dikes to retain fill ma-

terials is often necessary. Retaining dikes are commonly employed when
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fill is placed by bottom-dmp scows and must be retained in a restricted

area. R&aining dikes also may be required to protect fill from erosion

caused by (a) river or tidal currents, (b) ship movements, (c) waves, or

(d) ice. In tidal areas and along rivers, ice may freeze around stone

protection and shift the stones, indicating the need for larger stones

than are needed in areas where ice is not a factor.

187. The construction of retaining dikes has been successfully

accoplished on numerous occasions as, for example, at the Yonkers Sew-

age Treatment Plant on the Hudson River and at the Chesapeake Bay Bridge

crossing near Annapolis. The upper portions of retaining dikes require

filters, properly graded, on the fill side to avoid excessive loss of

fill material into the retaining dikes and subsequent formation of sink

hcles on the fill surface, which may result from (a) tidal fluctuations,

(b) wave action, or (c) rainfall and seepage from the fill into the

stone dikes. Filters are normally provided only to a limited depth.

Although filter layers on the fill side of retaining dikes have been

used for a long time, they have, unfortunately, been oitted on some

projects. Contractor's claims for intrusion of fill material into the

voids of stone retaining dikes can be avoided by fillside filter layers.

Construction supervision and control should ensure that (a) the position

and extent of stone dikes are known at all times, (b) stone dike mate-

rial does not encroach upon possible work areas within the fill (espe-

cially where either sheet piling or bearing piles might be driven at a

later date), and (c) required filter layers adjacent to dike material

are actually in place.

188. While bottom-dump scow placement of rock for retaining dikes

produces reasonably steep slopes, the slopes are much flatter than if

placed by unloading rock ty clamshell from deck barges. At the Great

Salt Lake Crossing, bottom-dump scow placement of rock resulted in

slopes that were dependent on water depth, as shown in table 16.
166

189. At Akosombo Dam, rock fill placed underwater for co.fer-

dams assumed a 1V on 1.25H slope; finer grained transition material on

the upstream face assumed a 1V on 1.7H slope. Both the rock-fill and

transition materials were placed by end dumping, the rock fill from
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shore and the transition material from the top of the cofferdam.

190. Where rock is placed underwater and the voids are sluiced

with sand to reduce compressibility and possible loss of material into

the rock, a coefficient of "groutability" or "sluiceability" can be used.

Such ratios can also be used in a qualitative sense when considering

possible loss of fill into coarser materials.

191. The groutability ratio is defined in reference 179 as:

D of coarse material
=15gr D85 of fine material

A ratio of 25 or more is required for the fine material to penetrate the

coarser material, but this ratio has not been investigated intensively. 4
192. A coefficient of sluiceability developed for the High Aswan

180 s D osnDam is defined as D fo

D1 of rock

C 10s D 50 of sand

Sluiceability of sand into rcck was dependent upon the mean rock size

(see fig. 68). The extensive sluicing at this project provided valuable

support for the use of fig. 68, but (presumably) values for C using
S

other materials must be determined by tests.

Upgrading fill quality

193. For an interstate highway embankment in a swamp near Wil-

mington, Del.,181 specification requirements for material after place-

ment allowed a maximum of 8 percent finer than the No. 200 sieve, but

the borrow area contained from 8 to 20 percent finer than this size.

The borrow material was upgraded by dumping the material in a water-

filled sheeted pit from which it was pumped to the work area by a 20-in.

hydraulic dredge pump. An essential element of the operation was an
8-in. suction dredge located in front of the advancing fill operating
continuously to remove fines carried in suspension beyond the satisfac-

tory fill material.

194. The construction of hydraulic fill dams employs essentially

the concepts described above for constructing pervious upstream and
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10 to 70 percent. These may be adequate for highway embankments, indus-

trial developments, and similar applications provided building or other

loads are not heavy and that seismic or other dynamic loadings will not

exist. Houses and other light buildings along the lakefront at New

Orleans have behaved satisfactorily where supported on uncompacted hy-

draulic -ill.

19T. Compaction is necessary where underwater fill is to (a) be-
i

come part of a dam, (b) be subjected to high surface loads, or (c) be

subjected to seismic loadings for which consequences of liquefaction

would be severe. For the few cases in which fills placed underwater

have been compacted, fill materials were placed and then compacted

in situ by deep vibratory methods such as vibroflotation or equivalent.

This was done, for example, in cofferdams for the Bremerton Dry Dock 6 8

and for a dry dock at Baltimore, 1 8 4 ,1 85 and underwater for the High

Aswan Dam. 17 1 Presently available vibratory methods for deep compaction

include "Vibroflotation" and "Terra Probe." The former uses an eccentric

weight vibrator that penetrates the soil; the latter uses a pile-driving
vibrator clamped to a steel pipe shell which vibrates continuously as

the pipe is driven into the soil to be compacted and is then withdrawn.

198. It has been proposed by Professor Arthur Casagrande that

granular underwater fill be placed in layers and that each layer be com-

pacted in a manner generally similar to that used in fill and compaction

procedures on land. Professor Casagrande has designed a compactor (for

which a patent application is in process) to compact rock fill in thick

layers underwater in water depths of 300 ft or more. A method for con-

structing compacted island fills for bridge piers and other structures
h 186

in water depths of 300 ft or more has been patented. The feasibility

of underwater surface compaction is suggested by the rapid development

of underwater equipment, crawler and other types, and by experiences in

compacting hydraulic fills as they are placed above water, as described
below. "

199. Although explosives have sometimes been used to compact sat-
187,188 189

urated sand, some engineers believe that no adequate basis

exists for evaluating the effectiveness of this method in reducing the
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danger of liquefaction. Alternatively, other engineers consider com-

paction by explosives reliable, but only if properly planned, executed,

and constantly supervised in the field by an engineer experienced with

the method. A change in subsurface conditions may require immediate

modification of an explosives compaction program. The concepts of in-

place treatment of foundation soils, as reviewed by Mitchell, 1 9 0 apply

also to underwater fills. This review includes a summary of cases in

which deep vibratory and e.plosive methods have been used. The use of

explosives appears attractive from the standpoint of cost, which is re-

ported to be about half (or less) of that incurred using deep vibratory

methods 190 Deep vibratory methods appear less sensitive to changes in

subsurface conditions such as thickness or density of loose soils.

200. The relative merits of vibroflotation versus compaction

piles were investigated for a 30-ft sand fill at the Treasure Island

Naval Station. 1 9 1 Both methods were effective but expensive; vibroflo-

tation was apparently less costly and somewhat more effective. The ef-

fects of diameter of compaction pile at another site have been reported

by Gupta.
1 9 2

201. Where fill materials being used contain appreciable fines,

neither vibratory, explosive, or compaction pile methods may be appro-

priate. These soils can be improved, however, by preloading, with or

without vertical sand drains to accelerate consolidation. Such methods

are discussed in references 167, 181, 182, and 193 and are basically no

different from normal land operations.

202. Compaction of loose foundation materials underlying compact

sands or clays may result in local voids at the contact between the

loose and dense layers. This tendency may exist for all methods of

underwater compaction.

203. Construction control for underwater compaction includes

(a) measurement of settlement caused by compaction, (b) standard pene-

tration or cone tests (or both) before and after compaction, and (c) un-

disturbed samples before and after compaction.

Placement control

204. Required construction control during fill placement must be
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related to consequences of inadequate control, to the feasibility and

cost of making corrective measures, and to time available. It is often

assumed that dredging unsuitable materials and placing fil are rela-

tively simple operations that are not demanding as regards inspection

requirements. This is not correct, as demonstrated by numerous cases

in which substantial quantities of soft materials have been entrapped

within an advancing fill. Remedial operations in som cases have re-

quired the removal of all unsuitable materials and overlying good mate-

rials. At one Job, 20 ft or more of good material overlying entrapped

soft material was removed at the contractor's expense. In other cases,

it has been possible to stabilize entrapped materials by installing

vertical sand drains or surcharge fills to hasten consolidation. How-

ever, such procedures may be neither practicable nor desirable where the

fill must have a high shear resistance. Therefore, to prevent costly

remedial operations, continuous surveillance of the condition of the

bottom should be maintained as fill material is placed.

205. Construction control consideratioas listed in table 12 are

generally applicable for fill placement. Standard penetration test bor-

ings are generally sufficient, but undisturbed samples of sand can be

obtained, where necessary, using procedures developed at WES. The

Swedish Foil Sampler was used successfully at the Great Salt Lake Cross-

ing. As long as floating cranes or dredges are available, one of the

most effective control measures is to obtain large samples with clam-

shell buckets. Small clamshell buckets operated by hand or from a small

boat are useful. Recently developed samplers should also be useful for

construction control. Simple procedures that can be followed by the

contractor as part of his normal operations, using readily available

equipment, are, of course, preferable to elaborate methods.

206. Check borings through the fill into original ground should

be made as the work progresses to determine whether or not soft material

is being entrapped. This may not be possible if slag fill is used. If

slag fill is used, special care should be taken to ensure that all soft

materials have been removed. This requires constant inspection and fre-

quent sampling at the bottom. Probings are effective in shallow water

I
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but not in water deeper than about 30 to 40 ft. Two-in.-diami aluinum

conduit tubing has been used as a probe. hen it could not detect a

buildep of soft material at the toe of the fill, a clayey skin was left

on the surface of the tubing that indicated the presence of soft mate-

rial. Samples obtained with pipes driven into firm materials by the

contractor are often sufficient. Recording depth sounders arm very ue-

ful in showing mud wave accmlations at the toe of advancing fills.

20T. When fill is being placed, special requirements include

(a) removing partially buoyant or sunken debris that might be entrapped

in the fill, (b) checking excavating dredge discharge pipe Joints to

avoid leakage and contamination of previously placed material, and

(c) providing berms, baffle boards, and bulldozer channels at the dis-

charge end of the dredge pipe to force water and suspended fines off

and abead of the area being filled in order that the fines can be re-

moved by a sall silt-removal dredge or carried outside the work area.

208. Permanent bench marks located outside the work area should

be required, and surface settlement plates inside the work area should

be provided so that payment can be made for fill material "lost" by

foundation settlement during construction.

209. Divers are generally effective but expensive and are em-

ployed for fill placement control only when the stability and proper

functioning of important structures must be ensured beyond reasonable

doubt. Divers were used, for example, in the underwater construction

phase at the Hugh Keenleyside (Arrow) Dam. Construction control proced-

ures for this project are thoroughly described by Bazett. 1 7 0 Divers

also inspected dredged areas at Akosombo Dam before rock fill was dumped

for underwater construction of cofferdams. The current trend to con-

struct cofferdams or lower portions of dams underwater will probably

account for more cases in which divers are routinely employed for dredg-

ing and earth-fill placement control. Some engineers question the need

for diver inspections and point out that poor visibility and other condi-

tions under which a diver works restrict his usefulness and reliability.

Pollution control

210. Pollution of water from any source is receiving increasing
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attention and mast be considered when planning dredging tod f1lling op-

erations. Som examples ae (a) avoidance of pollution that uitht hae

affected oyster culture in dredging for Plover Cove Dan in N= -Mg.

(b) preservation of a clean water supply for use by a pIalp mUi adjacent

to the Nfat Keenleyside (Arrw) Dn, °  a d (c) reduction of turbidity

downstream from lydraulic dredging operations for a causeway in

Florida.1 9 5 At the Florida project, an inexpensiw untreated canvas

filter, later .- plced by a plastic screen, was suskended from lobster

trap buoys and weighted at the botton to trap suspended sediments. Tar'-

bidity was reduced from 2100 to 33 pin, well belw the level of 50 re-

quired by the Fiorida Air and rater Pollution Control Board.

211. Cleaning side decks of scws by water from the dredge can

result in water pollution and deposit excess fines in the work area or

elsewhere. Therefore, this practice should be prchibited.

Summary

212. Yarine foundations support temporary or permanent, manned

or unmanned structures. Foundation elements include anchors, piles,

footings, and mats. Performance data on full-scale large offshore foun-

dations are lacking. Construction equipment and technology are hard

pressed to meet the requirements arising fron operations in deeper and

deeper waters. Many uncertainties exist in design input and construc-

tion capabilities.

213. Offshore foundation failures have occurred. Anchorages have

failed due to excessive settlement of deadweight anchors into the sea

floor and to rotation and pullout of fluke-type anchors. Bearing capac-

ities of foundation soils have been exceeded, with the result that nat-

supported structures have overturned and piles or spread footings have

punched through layers on which the were founded. Sliding and lateral

displacement of mat-type foundations have been caused by lateral forces

generated by wave, current, tide, and wind action. All of these indi-

cate the need for continued research and surveillance in the field of

ocean soils engineering. A need exists for full-scale test data and
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peuotype perbi a fobr anl fbmito typs I.e.,* stress mI!
d.Ibrmtic In the soils asociated vith anl types of anhors. piles.

atad fotip, or beneath A ts at sea Prlu -a P67sica

ad MOSytIcal. SICUl M point VP the major factors caming fIotin

fallures; and will, be belpral in developing tful-scaUe test psxwu.
Load test pavees are -01MeedeM to test Variou fomdtio sc~i1 Combls-j

tions a the sea, floor to their ultiae eftmities-

23A . Co stuctin tee m b ad equi N Iex ~ i'
A stW todevelop cepebilitieso placing fmdtc l=Unr

efficiently ma at the proper lateral god vertical locations-. Pile

driving b rs of hI#%er emrw and efficiency ase neeaded. CmtIzoedI
stuies are kmedA to relate the bnnr driving capabilities to pile and
soil chrate ties and attalueble penetration. Pracedume for tabed-

P t of anchors at specific locatices amid depths need improemet. 'The
biddraing of aeosto cas memetF'w roof teIigd

not reveal. the location of the anchor or its attitude with respect to

the sea floor and the structure.

- 215. Studies arising froa the nation's increasIng concern over
the environmental impact or dredging and spoil 4 t'ipasal, wIbl,- primarilyI
directed at the envirometal apects of polluted sloil and do=e to

estuarine and coastal areas by unpolluted spoil, vill wiwo~btedly result
in inprovenents in dredgi-g eiquipaest and operatiocs from the engineer-

in standpoint. "Me Corp of Ehgneern has initiatef a comprehensive

program. of research, study, and expeinentation relating -to dre4sel

spoil under the authority of tho' River and Hiarbor Act of 19T0 (i-Flic

Low 91-611, approved 31 Deceber 1970). Some of the research topics

being considered are the development or crhaencesent of land using

dredged spoil, and investigation of in-place spoil inprovement (engi-

neering characteristics) techniquaes using physical, chenicaL, and bio-

logical methods. Such studies viii advance engineering design. and

construction capabilities for dredging and underwater fill operations.
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PAW VI: ~ ~ m

216. 3a the fobllin pargas, Iium awe MW fr

rserh to the state-ofr-the-art of wine aUi uics Obvi-
ously, paallel researchhu bows no is beilm codote on land bu

the Vemants, or soc ateae 1 Oftm be directly aM rmoated Into

'the cm u. Izi If the ag ri pnirtesim IS to miaimize the

-'saitiles, In desig or afrfbor* foidams, it t - hame Isfnsu-
uts icb is directly derived frresearch cmoilse maine

soils an Is the 1102i1MI i i t I r in -n emvizimmnt In Adc coui-

tic=a h~w am !JAar =&Aition.

NXlOwation

217. Iqmrovim of astus; ad pmocediwes to obtain hija-

qwalty uadi auzbed samples In vater depths ump -to 600 ft sbcuUd be co*-

tinued. The problems of obtainin continuous undisturbed samles and

attaining reentry into the drill hole inexpensively still hame not been

solved for vater depths too great to permit use of jack-up ba-ges- San-

plin5 vith singl-eatr7 drive and b-ttm-rest, repeated-entry sum]lers
geerally is less expensive and tin-consuming than drilling from ships

or Jack-up rigs but lacks the capability of sampling at depth- However,

theze samplers are useful in shallow foudation exploration and in pre-
liminary site exploration. Continued research and develomnt are
needed to minimize disturbance of samples obtained by these samplers aid
to increase the samplers' penetration capabilities.

218. Sampling of cohesionless soils is difficult in present sam-

pling system. 7he distance or travel throughi water from sea floor to

sea sufac and the difficulties involved in the procedure6  using drill-

ing fluid for obtaining undisturbed samples of saturated sand in great

depths of water contribute to the problem of (a) retaining sand samples,

and (b) keeping then in an undisturbed state. Research should be con-

ducted to develop sampling procedures for obtaining undisturbed cohesion-

less soil samples from sea floors.
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229. In tht pst, we evmcrs have used eql ointai emeru
sorcs ndvarius -em ofredwing friction In the smPjIZ Systm

to acieve '-- om lesest.In effarts should bt continued with

Is-depth iwestigatiox of (a) the um of propellts Ito provide a steally

cosrolle4 drive on a pistoa-type smlr, (b) the us of labricofts
akbm either *_"#led prior to the loerift of a samler or ame

ar an integroa part of the sampling systes, (c) the mse or titctro-

omosis 'to ywe pi sail-samlar wall interation. an (4) the us of flex-
Mbe 11amr which cam bothrd~ friction ma nace samle retaiet

~ap~litis An of these efforts should be correlated with deteruia-

tica of 0- f--ering plopeuties W s1m.tdby a stf of bm to
MIe disturbane ad Its effects on gimeering properties.

220. The e"gl-m 1r4g usage of geoiibsica exploration teedmijus

Is a necessary samet to Ar~sicda samping of the ses flocr. Greater

involvt % of the soils eaneirlg pr'ofession Is soeedAn IIn the interpre-

tatlom of gm q6sicad otp&~ to obtain dafta uesingfu to the design
engineer. f~tter research should be camiqact*ed ft relating geolfysical,

dafta on oem sells to their engineering properties. A primar problem

is that of obtaining data of sufficient resoluxtion to indicate differ-

eanin the engineering properties of the soils. Establishment of

relationships of velocity and izyedance to void ratio, unit weighat, plas-

ticity characteristics, shear xtrength, and other engineering soil

characteristics would be extremely useful in preliminary surveys for se-

lecting sites for construction.

221. It is necessary to do the above research frna the perspec-

tive that the base or operations ma~y be either at the sea surface,

beneath the sea surface, or on the sea floor. Advantages and disadvan--

tages exist in executing an exploration survey from any one base, both

technically and econoically, and these alternatives must also be evalu-

ated mid improved.

Laboratory Testing

222. The effects of changes in ambient conditions on a marine
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soil wbas it is te from its a floor il I ad tested ider

l rt oy c itions mnst be evailueed to axiw at qpmtitatiw rela-

tioMhis mkich ca be sed in king best estimates of in situ poer-

ties. For ez q , the ianflm ms of dissolved air comi omt of solu-

tics md o teoeratre cdes Must be evaluted.

223. Standad soil testing p.,ced, ws for the dtezuution ofr

eneri'a iperties of marine soils should be evaluated with respect

to their applicbility. The ue of distilled water in testing should be

exmned to determne its effects an results or stadr tests perfcamed

on marine soils. The effects of dilutio of pore water in marine *oil

smpls shouMl be evaluated. Sat water of a certain salinity =W ueed

to be usd Insteed of distiled vter in laorataty testing to produ

dependable values of in situ prcperties. he objective sbald be to de-

velop a set of stndard procedures hich tike into account the marine

eavirmet in te testing of marine sediments.

Is SiLu TqiULn

221h. Continued effort must be roe to improve and evaluate in

situ testing. This inclu'es the reduction in costs of engineer tests as

well as the interpretation of the results in a manner usable by the

design engineer. Studies similar to the in situ vane testing in deep

waters by Fenske 10  mist be accomplished for other continental shel'-es

of the U. S. and including the use of other in situ test apparatus, e.g.,

the cone penetrometer, downhoLe pressure meters, and various borehele

logging system (g=o ray, electrical resistivity, and pore pressure).

The use of accelerometers on free-falling or propelled probes and san-

plers appears to have merit and should be investigated along vith the

possible use of high-velocity-type penetroneters. In all cases, the in

situ measurements must be effectively correlated vith engineering

properties.

Soil Properties

225. A more extensive investigation of existing and developing
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soil, dea, =mU be worthwhile frm the viewpoint of extrapolating eng1-
inerift charaetristics, collating ftui*p and characterizing variou

wo~qic anmes of the is. S. ontinestal shelf with respect to these char-
ateristlcs- This will provide z better understauding of the sivuif-

cast fratures of mppr, middle., -1 lower latitude shelf soils or of
mst, mnt, Arctic, and Gulf of raxico shelf soils similar to the on-

era aerzto or terrestrial soils as, for examle, glaciated. SOWi
of norther U- S., arid soils of southwestern U. S., tundra, of Alaska,

an pernfztot soils of Alaska ad Canada. These term suggst charac-
teristics associated with them throw* experience uhbich are meftl In
estimating engineering properties. Because of the high cost of deterin-

Ing engineering soil properties of subbotton ocean soils, a complete in-
ventory of all explorations; and test results should oe established and
periodic sumries nd o.relations prepared. Such -- data bank should

be comuterized.

226. Vith the acculation of further experience and field and
laboratory test mwults, consideration might be given to the preparation
of a report relating the Unified Soil Classification System to the char-
acteristics of soils founad in the sea floor with respect to underwater

fills and various types of founadations.

227I. flerearch should be continued to establish useful, correla-

tionas of phaysical properties of fine-grained maine soils (such as shear

strength) with index properties such as Attcrberg limits and grain-size
data. Extension and expansion of studies similar to M4cClelland's
study9 1 on conslidation of delta and prodelta clays and to Sherman and

hsdjidakis; study on Mississippi Valley fine-grained alluvial soils

are examples.
228. The influence of cyclic changes of pore vater pressure due

to normal wave actions should be investigated, particularly with refer-
ence to metastable and umderconsolidated loui-strength marine sediments.

The additional influence of hurricane waves or setup in the Gulf of Mex-

ico and on the Atlantic Coast and of tsunamis off the Pacific Coast on

pore water pressures in marine soils should also be studied. Such re-

search could possibly explain the mechanisms creating turbidity currents,
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sand flows, mad liquefaction a continental shelves and slopes.

229. Sew is directly related to grain size and density in exist-

Ing bedload n trsport equtions. Since scour is a commo occurrence,

research should be initiated to stud the soil-vater-foundation interac-

tion from a soil mechanics viev-int. The effect of shear strength on

the scourbility of various soil foundation easinatios is an area of

needed research.

Foundations

230. we contribution of soil to the overall resistance of an

embedded anchor to pullout should be further investigated. (Vork along

these lines is being done by ICEL.) The failure surfaces in soils for

various embe nts of mshro anchors have been determned and the soil

resistmre evaluated, but the york should be extended to involve more

prototype st dies. Sililar studies are needed for other anchor types,

i.e., drag, free-fall and propelled embedment, and pile anchors. The

demand for greater anchor holding power to restrain larger floating

offshore structural features in deeper waters requires more efficient

desigan and usage of anchorage systems, including the coupling of the an-

chor configuration with the properties of the soil. Precision placement

of Brine anchors also needs study; haphazard embedment of an anchor by

dragging leaves in question the depth of embedment, the attitude of the

flukes and shank with respect to the bottom, and the location of the an-

chor relative to that of the floating structure. Jetting to depth or ex-

cavation, placement, and then backfill are positive control means, but

these operations require evaluations both as to their effect on the hold-
ing power of the anchor and the feasibility of such placement methods.

231. Means of determining the resistance of the sea floor to

loads transmitted to it through pile foundations should be investigated.

The applicability of design equations and associated coefficients for

skin friction and end bearing of piles commonly in use in onshore work

should be investigated for the large-diameter, long-length, and heavily

loaded offshore piles being used. Soil-pile interreaction to extremely

high axial and lateral loads, as well as the effects of cyclic loadings
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due to sea motion, requires more study. Load tests to determine ulti-
mate capacities are needed. Data should be obtained on the performance

of prototype pile foundations which have been subjected to large load-

ings. Such Wa could be obtained by instrumenting offshore piles to

observe their behavior in the variety of soils which exist on the conti-

nental shelf, including not only individual test piles but also pile

groups in actual platforms. A cooperative program between the Corps of

Engineers, the oil industry, and other agencies would have much merit.

Installation of pressure cells and deflection or strain indicators on

piles and in adjacent soils to monitor the soil-pile interaction should

develop some new capabilities in the state-of-the-art of instrumentation

in the sea floor.

232. The design of mats and footings requires the proper knowl-

edge of the shear strength characteristics of the soil, and recommenda-

tions pertaining to this have already been given under the subheading of

soil properties. Research is needed on the resistance to lateral dis-

placement developed between mat-type foundations of relatively small

penetration and the sea floor. Though raft and mat-type foundations

nave not been used much, they are potentially inexpensive foundations

which can distribute bearing loads sufficiently to support many struc-

tures on the sea floor surface.

233. The proper design of anchors, piles, mats, and footings to

minimize scour requires the study of soil-water-foundation interaction.

Feasible means of minimizing scour should be developed. The placement

of graded filters may not be possible because of uncertainties associ-

ated with their construction in deep waters.

234. Other areas also require extensive study. These include

foundations for pipelines to transport offshore oil production or per-

haps to transmit fresh water along the shelf and foundations for

utility-type transmission cables. The stability of flat natural slopes

comprised of metastable and/or very soft underconsolidated soils re-

quires investigation. This is particularly true because the current

trend is to operate in deeper and deeper water offshore. The soils near

the outer edge of the Gulf of Mexico continental shelf are of the weak
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underconsolidated type, and the associated bathymetry in the area im-
120

plies past slope failures. Cyclic changes in pore pressures with the

passage of waves over the sediments and their attendant influence on the

stability of these natural deposits may explain some of the mystery

which surrounds the development of turbidity currents.197 A study to

evaluate protective armor for fill slopes in the open sea is necessary I
to properly design these protective works. Alternatives to protective

armor must also be developed. Excavation required for site preparation

and the construction of underwater fills of soil or rock in the marine

environment also require further study. I
Summary

235. This state-of-the-art report covers in a broad overview the

current position of marine soil mechanics and foundation engineering in

water depths less than 600 ft.

236. A primary difference between marine and onshore soil mechan-

ics and foundation engineering is the hostile and sometimes unpredict-

able marine ehvironment with its deep waters and wind, wave, current,

and ice forces. Present design procedures can take these forces into

account, although the state-of-the-art on them needs much improving.

For the soils engineer, the determination of the characteristics of the

ocean bottom, evaluation of the forces that will be imposed on the soil,4

and actual construction on the sea floor within this hostile environment

present primary challenges. It is found that improvements are needed in

many phases of offshore soil mechanics work (i.e., in exploration, test-

ing, foundation performance, and foundation design) and in evaluating
the effects of the ocean environment on all these phases. Performance

research, construction innovations, and cumulative experience from work-

ing at sea will all contribute to the future reduction in the cost and

risk of offshore work.
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I
Table I

Underwater Construction ngering

Types of Structures and Uses

Types of Structures
or Fmmdations Typical Uses

Structural platforms consisting of Oil drilling
fixed (pile or pier foundations) Navigational aids
or floating (anchored) structures Comiodity handling
or Hteliports and airports

Oil storage
Quays

Causeways
Wharves

Bridges -Buildns

Mat or footing foundations Bridge piers
Dry docks (tremie construction)

hater intakes :Quay walls

Oil drilling

Earth fills and retaining dikes Dams
Cofferdams
Causeways
Jetties
Offshore islands: .
Oil drilling
Comnodity handling

Airfields
Land development

Excavations ChannelsI Mining
Borrow uses
Aggregate sources

Underwater structures Tunnels, floating
Tunnels, cut and cover
Pipelines

__ Si



Table 2

Summary of Underwater Construction Experience

Factor Construction-Inspection Experiences

Water depth, ft

0-100 Range of frequent underwater construction operations
>100-400 Construction experiences mostly with oil drilling

platforms, some with sewer outfalls
>400 Little or no experience. Projects are mainly specu-

lative and subjects of research study

Wave action Extensive experience with large ocean waves limited to:

1. Oil drilling platforms
2. Navigation and radar platforms
3. Unloading terminals
4. Bridge crossings
5. Island construction
6. Breakwaters

Pile driving

Submerged Extensive underwater pile driving experience. In
piling 1.. II dry dock construction, more than 20,000

H-piles driven with tops 3 ft above subgrade
in 70 ft of water

Large-diameter Extensive experience in tower construction. Diameters
cylinders to 6 ft, lengths of 400 to 600 ft, and loads to

3500 tons

Tremie concrete Extensive experience in WW II dry dock construction
placement (200,000 cu yd per dock) and on numerous construc-

tion projects. Water depths to 70 ft and greater

Dredging Dipper dredging to 70-ft water depth; clamshell
dredging to 80-100 ft; suction dredging to 200 ft.
Controlled side slopes possible

Fill placement Much experience in water depths to 80 ft; some experi-
ence to 200 ft

Prefabricated Extensive experience on.:

structures 1. Drilling platforms
2. Prefabricated floor and wall trusses consisting

of tremie concrete forms and reinforcing
steel, from WW II dry dock construction

3. Bridge crossings
4. Ocean floor storage tanks

5. Offshore terminals
6. Tunnels and pipelines

Currents Velocities of 6-8 knots encountered fairly often;
higher velocities in river closures



Table 3

Characteristics of Two Surficial Grab

and Two Surficial Scoop Samplers*

Type and Name Characteristics

Surficial grab

Orange peel Four jaws close and take a hemispherical bite of the
the sea floor. Samplers up to 1-cu-ft capacity and
weighing 330 lb with a 22-in. diameter are avail-
able. Fig. 2 shows U. S. NOO 45-lb-capacity orange
peel bucket which takes a 0.15-cu-ft sample. Can-
was cover sometimes used to prevent sample washing

Van Veen Two jaws are levered shut with long bars. U. S. NO0
Van Veen grab shown in fig. 3 uses a trigger system
to hold jaws open during descent. Contact of the
weight with the bottom triggers the grab for clos-
ing. The U. S. NOO Van Veen takes a 0.15-cu-ft
sample

Surficial scoop

Pipe dredge A length of metal pipe with the front end sharpened
for cutting into rock and a grating at the aft end
for trapping rock fragments while permitting fine
sediment to pass through. The scoop shown in
fig. 4a is 6-1/2 ft long and 1-1/2 ft in diameter

Frame or chain Steel mesh bag is attached to rear end of metal frame
dredge for trapping rock fragments entering through open

front end. Front edges are sharpened for rock
cutting. Front-end opening varies in size from
6-1/2 by 1-1/2 ft to 3 by 1 ft. Chain mesh bags
have lengths of 5 to 10 ft (see fig. 4b)

* Additional information on surficial grab or scoop samplers is given

in references 14, 18, 19, and 20.



Table 4

Characteristics of Marine Corers (Tube Sanplers)

InsideDifneter langt Ji o • a
Identification in- f-, a R eference

.Altenberg piston 1.9 6** 7.6 13.6 143.- 31

Hydroplastic '.usiio) 3.2 8 1.6 13.-4 56.8 29
.Wdroplastic (Richards) L-.2 9 0 0 13 7
Rdroplastic (Wxaus) 6.0 20 1. 3.5 31.6 30
USEL spade corer 8 by 12 2 0 0 2.7 11
Boonerang 2.6 4 3.1 4.0 69.2 32
Univ. of 'n=ah. piston
corer 2.6 20** 2.2 13-5 137.8 Authort

Univ. of 'ash. pilotcorer 1.9 5+* 5- 22.2 123.4 Authort

USIEL Eving 2.1; 8** 1.9 18.2 97.9 33
!,I Gas-operated 2.1 5.- 0.9 0 12 34
USeS- .7ES vibratory 1.9 11 0 0 29 ?:ES Shop prints
.hc*Kereth 1.6 20 0 0 51.5 35

6
Horslev's criteria

for compaison with _bove
Short za- _!er_- (length <

about 2 to 3 diaeters) 0-0.5 .. ..L ong sa4-plers (lencth >
about 8 to i0
diameters) .... 0.75-1.5 .. ....

Cohesionless soils ...... 0 ....
Cohesive soils ...... <2-3tt --.

General ........ <10 --

• Defined in fig. 1.
** Lengths may be increased by adding barrel extensions.
t From author's class notes taken in course at Univ. of '-ash.

tt Unless taper of cutting edge cr is very small.

Table 5

Ranges of Dimensions for Marine Sediment Tube-Type Samplers

Gravity Sampler Piston Sampler
Min Max Min Max

Diameter, D * 1in. 12 in. 1.5 in. 6 in.

Length, L* 12 in. 15 ft 5 ft 80 ft

Maximum safe length, Ls , based on
Hvorslev's criteria (see fig. 1)

L lO in. lO ft 15 in. 5 ft
Cohesionless soil R = 10

D

L
Cohesive soil = 20 20 in. 20 ft 30 in. lO ft

s

* Data from reference 7.t ______



Table 6

Chax-acteristics of Acoustical Systems*

Depth of
Description Frequency Power Resolu- Penetration

(Type, Manufacturer, Model) kcps joules tion, ft ft

Piezoelectric transducers
Edo Western Corp

Model 185 12.0 -- 2-3 120-150
Model 415 7.0 or 3-5 -- 0.5-1.5 30-150

EG& International, Inc.
Pinger probes 12.0 or 5.0 <1 45-90

Electroechanical transducers
EG&G International, Inc.
High-resolution boomer 1.2-0.8 200-500 +1 20-200

Standard boomer 0.6-0.04 13,000 +10 1,000 (max)(mx) -

Sparkers

Alpine Geophysical Assoc.,
Inc.
Sparker (a) 5.0-0.5 50 5-15 300-400
Sparker (b) 0.6-0.25 100-400 20-25 1,200

EG&G International, Inc.
Sparkarray 0.120-0.08 105,000 50-100 7,000+

(max)Huntec Limited
Mark 2A Hydrosonde System 2.3-0.1 -- -- 150

Teledyne Industries
Subot System 1.0-0.125 5,000 10-50 300-2,000

SSP System 0.125-0.02 160,000 -- 15,000
(max)

I

* Information was obtained from table 1 of reference 73.



Table 7

Grain-Size Scales*

Wentworth Scale Phi Units Dianeter Sieve TJSCS 'Size
(Size Description) D . Size Description)

Boulder
-8 256 Cobble

Cobble 7/6.2 3 in.

-6 64.o Coarse

19.0 3/4 in. Gravel

Pebble 4.6 M.4 Fine

I~iZU1U .76 No.t5 4

-2 4.0 Coarse

Granule
-1 2.0 No. 10

Very coarse
0 1.0

Coarse Medium Sand
1 0.5

Medium o.42 No. 4o
Sand

Fie2 0.25

Fine

3 0.125 Fine

Very fine 0.074 No. 200

4- 0.0625

Silt
8 0.00391

Clay Silt or clay
12 0.00024

Colloid

*Information was obtained from references 18 and 82.D

LIM
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IIMI MARhC SODlS o ORE6A

M30-tetur, teoor, odor, 50% or less pass No. 20C i,-_j

hTU h NO olstuie content,
pricles of vegetable at-i

_er (sticks, leaves, et.)i

Greater percentage of coarse fraction[ Greater perretaned on No. 4I sieve

S=.11117

lestban 5%Pass Between 5% and 12% More than 12% pass jLess than 5% pass
go. 200 hie pass No. 200 siee No. 200 sieve No. 200 sieve*a j"

Bordeline to ave ordul
Randne grain- double symbol appro- Run LL and PL on Exaine grain doub"

priate to grading and minus No. 40 sieve Exsie re priasie ureplasticity character- frac-tion secue|plas

i stjisttcs, e.g. GW-M2 istju

Wel ool elow Tfline or Limits plot in Above Vline em Wel- orl

hatched zone on hatched zone on hatched zone on WIe- Poorly
graded graded iplasticity chart iplasticity chart plasticity chart graded graded

Note: Sieve sizes are U. S. Standard.
* From ref. 82.

*N If fines interfere with free-draining properties, use double symbol such as GW-GM, etc.



Table 9*

A.MILTAr LA2VRT IDENTIFICATION PROCEUME

borderline cases determine mount passing No. 200 sieve.
kevulemiaia o sim l to tr ineuehri

No. 200 sieve

SAND (8) L
Greater percentage of coarse fract"on Liquid l2mit

pass No. 4 sieve 50IF
s Below "A" line or Limits p1

s s NoSS Bet 00n sieve1 rt to. 2 sve hatched zone on hatched zoo

s ps o 0 Ii plasticity chart plasticity

Examine grain- double symbol appro- Run LL and PL on Color, odor, possiblyie cr ve priate to grading and mi nus No. 4 sieve LL and PL on oven-drysize cv plasticity character- fraction soil

istics, e.g. SW-SI

II

Below "A" line or Limits plot in Above line and
Well- Poor hatched zone on hatched zone on hatched zone on Organic Inorganic
ra-ed g diplasticity chart plasticity chart plasticity chart

SW SFSCOL IC

as GW-GM, etc.

/ ,U



Nore thon Vas No. 2a0 sieve

L
fLiquid limit less tnLiquid limit greater than

EL 50

Below "A" line or Limits plot in Above "A" line and Belov "A" line Above IAN lineI
hachd oe n athd on ] htcedzoeon on plasticity on Plasticity

plasticity chart plasticity chart plasticity chart chart chart

ColoP oor, ossblyColor, odor, possibly
LL ad PLon ven-ryLL and PL on oven-dry

soil soil

and
onl Organic Inorganic Inorganic Organic

OL ML
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'yTable 10 l

Sw"arv of Ybn ,Sol. Propertyr Tests on .Sople=

from off the Calilornia Coast

Pertinent rata for General Locations UndicV-d
W'est or Port Due Southwest

South of West of Fort to or West West
Parameters SAn Franeisco Ventural Hweneme' Port L-m Los Ageles of Del of SanD
ertnce 110 99 3i 112 no 13 110

ititude 370168 ,' t14O(7 31009- 100
' to 33-,7, 32059', 320oL0' to

3 o0.5' 320!"0' 3301' 32057' 3236'

Loncitude 322042.2' to 31902;1.2' 319045.3 ' Not given l1833.5 ' , 117020' to 317035.5' to
122o26' 1n*22' 37l8' 17018'

Water depth, ft 252-1450 10 1175 <350-2500 2130 am 830-955 2,22-1996
1660

Maxlm- sanple 0.67 3-9 -.0 2.3 1.8 1.0 1.7
depth below
zea floor, ft

T pe of sapler No detv~ls llCEL 3win NCEL~ving, Box N1O details n1o de- Noe detalsCorer* Corert "  Corert tailtt

Numer of 12 2 3 18 2 7 18
za=pies

Tests perfor=ed

Grain size x .... x x x x

Density x x x x x x x

ater content -- x x -

Liquid limit -- x x x -- x --

Plastic limit -- x x X -- x --

Consolidatien ...... x ......

Direct shear x .... x x x x

Laboratory x x x -- x x x
vane chear

* Soil data obtained in connection with NCEL in situ plate-bearing tests.
* See table ;.

t Similar to USNEL Spade Corer (see fig. 9 and fable h).
tt Coring device designed for use with Submersible DR/V Deep Quest.



Table 11

Comparison of Soil Properties for

Samples from Two Sites

Location
Site West Site West of

Parameter* of Ventura Port Hueneme 1
Soil classification Silt (ML) Silt (MH) -
Particles finer than

3.9 microns, % 28 47

Liquid limit, % 44 105

Plastic index 16 56

Water content, % 56 138

Vane shear strength,
tsf 0.028 0.011

* Values are mean values of soil properties of top

1.5 ft as determined by in situ plate-bearing tests
(from references 99 and 111).

~1



Table 12

Construction Control Factors for Dredging

Purpose of Dredging Construction Control Characteristics

Removing unsuitable 1. Visual inspection of dredged 1, Basic inspection procedure--

materials materials requires inspector at
a. Dipper dredge--at dredge dredge when nearly to sub-
b. Clamshell dredge--at dredge grade, or at discharge
c. Hydraulic dredge--at dredge pipe with radio co.mmuni-

or at discharge pipe or cations. Necessary for
both safe ai. economical

construction
2. Sampling of bottom 2. Checking of condition of

bottom is required
a. Grab samples a. Generally applicable--do

(1) Small orange peel before placing fill
(2) Bucket of clamshell

dredge
b. Borings b. A nuisance, interferes

with construction.
Seldom applicable

c. Probings c. Applicable in shallow I
water only (20-30 ft
maximum). Insensitive

in deep water
3. Depth control--lead lines and 3. Tidal or other currents

acoustic surveys can affect lead line
surveys

4. Diver inspections 4. Must be by feel only because
of turbidity; varies in
reliability

Cutting uniform 1. Control of depth and radius of 1. Cntrol of depth and distance
side slopes of bucket or cutterhead--re- out cn produce acceptably
specified slope quires inspector at dredge uniform side slopes where

2. Soundings--lead line and required. Operation 'is un- I
acoustic surveys familiar to many dredge

captains but is practica-
ble when understood

Cleaning up soft 1. Use of clamshell or dipper 1. Generally satisfactory
bottom materials dredge a. Very soft material may be
after dredging difficult to remove--
is complete or sometimes possible if
as fill is material is allowed to
placed or both consolidate for a few

weeks
b. Do not permit bucket

loads of water or hoses
to be used to clean
decks of scows--clean-
ing decks results in
excessive soft materi-
als on bottom

2. Use of hydraulic dredge 2. A small hydraulic dredge for
bottom cleanup work is
probably best method and is
flexible--does not tia up
principal excavating equip-
ment. Disposal area avail-
ability is sometimes
limited

3. Use of airlifts 3. Suitable only for small
areas--not always effective

167



Table 13
Dans Involving Underwater F1il

SMaximm Water
Dam Ad Ieference Depth, ft Work Accomplished

Hugh ¥enleyside DaS T O  55 lover portions of earth dam conr-
(formerly Arrow Da), structed underwater on pervious
Colmbia ldver, foundation soils. Dan composed
British Colubia of sand and gravel zone, with up-

stream zone and 2200-ft-long up-
stream blanket of glacial till.
Sand and gravel fill beneath
blcr.zet and in dam placed in
water dep s to 55 ft; till
placed in water depths to 45 ft

Plover Cove fitn Dan,1  89 Soft forndation naterials removed
None Kong and embmniment constructed under-

water. Core is decomposed rock;
shells have interior horizontal
sand blanket drains

High Aswan DamlTh"  131 Portion of dam beneath normal river
Euopt level constructed underwater.

Underwater portion of core con-
sists of coarse sand, grouted
after placement. Adjacent under-
water zones consist of dune sand
cmqpted underwater after place-
ment, by vibrators. Maxim=
height of dam is 36 ft; volume

of fill is 55 rillion cu yd

mo ran., 217 Dredgin for underwater cofferdan
WMAM construction

Fampim R 72 50 River closure .ection constructed
underwater- Ujstxesma and down-
ztre:a dikes constructed in naxi-
nm of 50 ft of wter; Isnd fll
e-nd-dusvp~z bretween dikes and cen-

Sbarr trench cutoff construc-*ted

throutl Edidfil

L11~of t dm b
* ~ - l-jla 'Fve witi~bmtr umiz



Underwater Fill Placement Nethods

Methods Characteristics

Bottom-dump scows 1. Fill assmes flat slopes unless retained

2. LImited to dnimm depths of about 15 ft
because of scow and tug drafts

3. Rapid--quick discharge entraps air and
minimizes segregation

Deck scows 1. Usable in shallow water i
2. Unloading is slow--by dozer, clamshell,

or hydraulic jets

3. Steep side slopes of fill can be
.uieved

R, Iraulic 1. Coarse materials drop out fir t--uy
cause shear f-ilures in soft,
foundations

2. Fir.es may ccllect in low areas and have
to be ro-4zd

3. Incpection of material being planed my
be difficult

Dumping at land edge 1. Fines in material pLaced belov water
of fM and push- tend to advance and accumulate- in
ing aterial into front of ad-nmeing fill.
water by bulldozer

2. 'ork arrangement should result in cen-
tral portiorl being in advance of
side portiox- I displace sideways
any soft botu~a materials

3. In shallow water, bulldozer blade can
z-ove naterialz downwuA to az-izt
diplac m nt of zoft nterials

. , . , .. .I I i | + I I, +* . + . .. . .... ...



Table 15

Pottcu-Dum Scow Placement of Fill Slopes

Great Salt Lake Crossing

Water Depth
ft General Slope (Very Erratic)

15-20 IV on 2H (some to iV on 4H)

>20-30 1V on 3H (some almost horizontal)

I0 1V on 4H to IV on '7H (some flatter)

>40 1V on 5H to 1V on 10H and even flatter

Table 16

Bottom-Dl p Scow Placement of Rock

Great Salt Lake Crossing

Water Depth

ft Rock Slope

15 1V on 1.5H

25 IV on 3H

4O-50 IV on 5H or flatter

17Lt
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APPENDIX A: PERSONAL CONTACTS

Personal Visits

Organization Individual Subject
Lehigh University Prof. A. F. Richards Bottom-rest sampler andBethlehem, Pa. 

test equipment; use
of Prof. Richards'
library; marine soilsMarathon LeTourneau Co. Messrs. C. Middleton, LeTourneau jack-up rigsLeTourneau, Miss. N. March, and J. Woods

McClelland Engineers Messrs. B. McClelland Marine soil mechanicsHouston, Tex. and J. A. Focht, Jr. and engineering
USAE Coastal Engineer- Drs. D. Duane and Sand investory and con-ing Research Center C. J. Galvin, Jr. tinental shelfWashington, D, C. 

oceanography
Univ. of Rhode Island Prof. V. A. Nacci Bottom-rest sampler andKingston, R. I. 

test equipment;

marine soils

Conferences Attended

ASCE Conference on Civil Engineering in the Oceans, 10-12 December 1969,Miami Beach, Florida
Offshore Technology Conference, 22-24 April 1970, Houston, Texas

Correspondence

Organization IndividuaJ. Subject
Alpine Geophysical Mr. V. C. Beckman Vibracore sampleriorwood, N. J.
Bechtel, Inc. Adm. H. N. Wallin, Offshore structures
San Francisco, Calif. USN, Retired
Benthos, Inc. Mr. S. 0. Raymond Boomerang corer
North Falmouth, Mass.
Chicago Bridge and Iron Mr. K. W. Lange Dubai Kazzan storage

tankCity of Long Beach Dr. M. N. Mayvu&a Thums IslandsLong Beach, Calif.
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Organization Individual SubJect

Dames and Moore Mr. V. A. Sboots Marine soil mechanics

Los Angeles, Calif.

Earl and Wright Mr. W. R. Schmidt Offshore structures and

San Francisco, Calif. foundations

U. S. National Aeronau- Orbital flight photos

tics and Space Adminis- of ocean and

tration, Goddard Space interpretation

Flight Center

Greenbelt, Md.

U. S. National Oceano- Dr. T. S. Austin Apollo 9 photo of the

graphic Data Center ocean and instrument

Washington, D. C. fact sheets

Univ. of Wisconsin Profs. J. R. Moore, Sea grant, Green Bay

Madison, Wisc. R. P. Meyer, R. Harker, study, and sand sedi-

and G. Roderick ment sampler

Telephone Contacts

Alpine Geophysical Mr. G. Tirey Vibracore sampler and

Norwood, N. J. geophysical survey
techniques

Bechtel, Inc. Adm. H. N. Wallin, Design and construction

San Francisco, Calif. USN, Retired of offshore stru.c-
tures and foundations

California Institute Prof. E. Scott Accelerometer in situ

of Technology test equipment

Pasadena, Calif.

Challenger Research, Mr. C. L. Hayen Challenger's state-of-

Inc., Rockville, Md. the-art study

City of Long Beach Dr. M. N. Mayuga Thums Islands

Long Beach, Calif.

Dames and Moore Messrs. C. K. Au and Marine soil mechanics

Chicago, Ill., and J. Angemeer and engineering

San Francisco, Calif.

Earl and Wright Mr. W. R. Schmidt Design and construction

San Francisco, Calif. of offshore struc-
tures and foundations

E. D'Appolonia & Assoc. Dr. E. D'Appolonia Marine soil mechanics

Pittsburgh, Pa. and engineering

Frederick R. Harris, Mr. E. H. Harlow Design and construction

Inc., New York, N. Y. of offshore struc-
tures and foundations
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Orimnization Individual Subject

Lehigh Uni'ersity Prof. A. F. Richards Bottom-rest sampling
Bethlehem, Pa. and testing system

and use of Prof.
Richards' library
on marine sediments,
etc.

McClelland Engineers Messrs. J. A. Marine soil mechanics
Houston, Tex., and Focht, Jr., and and engineering and
New Orleans, La. W. Emrich sampling techniques

Mueser, Rutledge, Mr. P. C. Rutledge Design and construction

Wentworth, and Johnston of offshore struc-
New York, N. Y. tures and foundations

Praeger,. Kavanagh, and Dr. T. P. Kavanagh Design and construction
Waterbury of offshcre struc-
New York, N. Y. tures and foundations
Soros and Assoc. Mr. L. Sugin Design and construction

New York, N. Y. of offshore struc-
tures and foundations

U. S. Army Engineers Dr. D. Duane Sand inventory and
Coastal Engineering sampler
Research Center
Washington, D. C.

Office, Chief of Engi- Messrs. G. E. McWhite Techniques for con-

neers, U. S. Army and J. C. Stillman struction in marine

Washington, D. C. environment

U. S. Army Engineers Mr. J. Fuhrmann Vibratory sampler
St. Louis District
St. Louis, Mo.

U. S. Coast Guard Mr. F. Gammon Offshore lighthouse
Washington, D. C. structures

U. S. Environmental Dr. G. Keller Marine soil properties,

Science Service Adm. sampling and testing

Miami, Fla.

U. S. Geological Survey Mr. H. Berryhill Continental shelf soils
Corpus Christi, Tex.
and Woodshole, Mass.
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